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Supervisor: Scott David Niekum

In this work we address the challenging task of 6 degree of freedom (DoF), model-

free object tracking. We propose a new deep learning framework that explores the merit of

using weakly supervised semantic segmentation as part of the object tracking pipeline. Our

framework approaches the task by considering object poses in their 7D representation: a

3D vector to represent position and a unit quaternion to represent orientation. We present

a novel CNN architecture, coined VGGSibs, used to regress the predicted pose. We collect

a data set of several common items and evaluate our framework on both a test set withheld

from our training data and on an “in the wild” set collected in a significantly different

environment. Our approach achieves an average error of 7.92 cm and 21.98 degrees on

the test set and 21.83 cm and 83.79 degrees on in the wild data, demonstrating that our

framework generalizes reasonably well to test data that is from a similar distribution as

the training data. In ablation experiments, we test our framework without the use of

segmentation as a baseline. Our full framework outperforms the baseline significantly on

in the wild data, thus demonstrating that the use of semantic segmentation improves the

generalization performance of the framework when deployed in new environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The task of predicting the pose of an object is one of critical importance to a variety of

fields [Col+09] and has received a great deal of attention in the research community over

the past several decades [Bra+16], [Lai+11], [LKL15], [Pau+14], [Pie+16]. Object pose

prediction is of particular importance in the field of robotics, since many robotics tasks

require having knowledge of the pose of a given object in the robot’s environment. Some

robotics tasks only require knowledge of the 3 degree of freedom (DoF) pose of objects

in the environment – e.g. perhaps navigation - while others, such as most manipulation

tasks, require knowledge of the full 6DoF pose of surrounding objects. While the 3DoF

pose captures the location of an object in terms of X, Y, and Z coordinates relative to the

reference frame of the robot, the 6DoF pose additionally captures the orientation of the

object, which can be represented in numerous ways: as a 3D vector denoting the roll, pitch,

and yaw of an object as angular rotations around the X,Y, and Z axes, respectively; or as

a 4D vector representing the orientation as a unit quaternion; several other representations

exist as well.

One need only consider some of the “simple” manipulation tasks that we hope to

have robots be able to assist with in the near future to see the critical importance of knowing

the full 6DoF pose of an object. For example, robotic assistants - whether maids in the

home environment, waiters in a restaurant, or healthcare assistants in a hospital - will have

to be able to perform tasks such as refilling a glass of water, serving a plate of food, and

delivering a cup of pills to a patient in recovery, respectively. Each of these tasks would be

disastrous without knowledge of an object’s orientation: the robotic maid grabs the pitcher

of water and transports it to the dining room table upside down dispensing water all over

the kitchen floor; the robotic waiter serves the plate of food vertically dumping food into

the patron’s lap; and the robotic healthcare assistant carries the cup upside down losing
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the pills before ever reaching the patient. All of these tasks are relatively simple in human

terms, but extremely complex for a robot - and all require knowledge of the full 6DoF pose

of the objects being manipulated.

Given its importance, the task of object pose prediction has received considerable at-

tention in the research community. Historically, there have been several primary taxonomies

of object-tracking systems, and accordingly numerous sub-fields have formed around them.

These taxonomies have formed around a number of different distinctions:

• The number of objects the system can track simultaneously - i.e. multi-object tracking

(MOT) vs single object tracking (SOT).

• Whether or not a known model of the object is required as input to the system - i.e.

model-based vs model-free.

• The number of degrees of freedom that the system tracks e.g. 2DoF localization

tracking systems, 3DoF position tracking systems, and 6DoF pose tracking systems.

• Speed performance - systems fast enough to run in real-time vs those that cannot.

Many object tracking systems in the literature are based on a combination of traditional

computer vision techniques, data filtering mechanisms, and object-modeling algorithms

[LZK14] [YJS06]. For instance, numerous systems have been built around a framework

that uses a hand-engineered computer vision feature detector (e.g. SIFT [Low04], SURF

[Bay+08], BRISK [LCS11]) to detect repeatable object features in consecutive frames of a

video sequence, then filter these features (e.g. by using a Kalman filter [Kal60] or particle

filter), and then construct some type of object model (e.g. a rigid body model) and track

its change over time to give an updated estimate of the object’s pose after each frame.

In the past half decade, the computer vision community has seen an insurgence of

successful deep-learning-based methodologies that leverage the power of deep architectures,

such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), and large amounts of (often annotated)

data to achieve impressive performance gains. For many tasks, deep learning models have

overtaken the older, more traditional hand-engineered algorithms, becoming the new state-

of-the-art. This has been the case particularly in tasks such as image recognition (e.g.

ResNet [He+15]), semantic segmentation (e.g. DeepLab [Che+16]), object localization (e.g.

FasterRCNN [Ren+15]), and numerous other tasks.

However, despite the recent dominance of deep learning methods in much of the

computer vision community, the application of deep architectures to the task of 6DoF

object-tracking has received very little attention and is still relatively unexplored. Our
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work falls squarely within this minimally explored space, landing at the intersection of deep

learning and several of the above taxonomies, namely: 6DoF, model-free, real-time SOT.

1.1 Motivation

The research presented in this work is inspired by a two very practical goals:

Goals:

1. Build a system that enables a robot to track the 6DoF pose of a new, previously

unencountered object (i.e. no object model or other prior knowledge), by simply

interacting with the new object for a relatively short period of time (i.e. 10 minutes).

2. Design the system to be as self-supervised as possible.

The recent explosion of success in applying deep learning to computer vision tasks, in-

spired us to build our system with deep learning at its core. Given these two goals and our

desire to build our system as a deep learning framework, several practical implications arose:

Implications:

1. The system must be able to collect a substantial enough amount of data based on

its brief interaction with the new object to then be able to train (or fine-tune, see

chapter 3 for details) a model than can accurately predict the pose of the new object,

thus enabling the robot to track its 6DoF pose. Additionally, the data must be

minimal enough to be collected in our definition of a “relatively short” time frame,

but substantial enough to allow the model to generalize beyond the exact environment

it was trained on - at least to a reasonable extent.

2. To be as unsupervised as possible, our system must require no labeled data outside

of that which can be automatically labeled from the data collection process during

interaction with the object. The practical implication of this is that the system must

require only class-level object labels and 6DoF relative ground truth labels (relative

to the object’s origin pose during the data collection process) for a given new object

- since both can be collected automatically by the system during object interaction.

(Note, we assume the system is deployed on a robot that is capable of collecting RGB

images as well as the 6DoF pose of at least one of its mobile links - e.g. that of an

end effector such as a robot’s gripper).
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It is important to point out that, although the framework we propose in this work is not

strictly unsupervised from a technical perspective, it is ”self-supervised” in the sense that

the two sets of labels we required, class-level object labels and ground truth relative

6DoF poses per image, are collected automatically by the system - thus from the end

user’s perspective, the framework is essentially unsupervised since no additional manual

annotations are required 1.

1.2 Hypotheses

With the aforementioned goals and implications in mind, we set out to design a deep-

learning-based 6DoF, model-free, single-object tracking framework that both satisfied our

practical goals, while also contributing to the research community by traversing some the

previously unexplored space in the sub-field of deep architectures for 6DoF object pose

tracking. Along the way, many pertinent research questions arose. Chief among them were:

Research Questions:

1. Does a regression model (i.e. deep CNN) trained to directly predict the 6DoF pose of

an object of interest using the raw image as input suffer from an object-background

association problem, meaning the model will learn to base its prediction of pose on

not just the object of interest, but largely on the the context of the rest scene as well?

For instance, if an object is placed on the same location on a table in many training

images, then will the model learn to predict the pose of the object based on factors

such as the pose of the table within the image, or the pose of the object relative to

the table?

2. Is this problem worse in models trained to perform SOT or MOT?.

3. Does including weakly supervised semantic segmentation as part of the object tracking

pipeline (i.e. training the deep CNN regressor model on segmented images provided by

a weakly supervised segmenter model) improve generalization performance by helping

avoid the object-background association problem?

4. Can a quaternion loss function be used to effectively train a deep CNN to regress

the orientation portion of a 6DoF pose? Does using this loss function prove to be

1One caveat is that we do use pretrained weights from VGG16 [SZ14] trained on ImageNet [Rus+14] and
from DeepLab [Che+16] trained on PASCAL VOC [Eve+10] to initialize our Labeler (VGG16), Segmenter
(DeepLab), and Regressor (VGG16) models. However, this is common practice in the field these days, and
thus in our estimation does not affect the status of our work as ”self-supervised”. Nonetheless we feel it
warrants mentioning.
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more effective than using a traditional mean squared error (MSE) loss function that

is common-place for many regression problems?

For each of the above research questions, we provided a corresponding hypothesis at the

onset of designing our system:

Hypotheses:

1. Yes, we believe that the object-background association problem will arise in mod-

els trained directly using raw images as input (i.e. without segmenting input images

first).

2. We believe the problem will be worse in a jointly trained MOT system since the model

will learn to associate different nuances in the background with each class of objects

- unless the data for all objects is collected in nearly identical environments - thus

hindering the model’s ability to regress the pose of different object classes in unseen

environments with new background settings.

3. Yes, we believe that first segmenting the training data using a learned weakly super-

vised segmentation model, will improve the framework’s generalization performance

and thus its ability to perform well on new, “in the wild” data.

4. Yes, we believe that a quaternion loss function can improve performance on the orien-

tation portion of the pose prediction task, when compared to a traditional MSE loss

function.

1.3 Contributions

With these goals and research questions as our guiding principles, we set out to design,

implement, and test our object-tracking system. We believe that our primary contributions

from this work are:

1. We propose a novel Deep Learning Framework for 6DoF, model-free, real-time, object

tracking, that explores the merit of including weakly supervised semantic segmentation

as part of the object tracking pipeline.

2. We propose VGGSibs, a novel regression model architecture for use in the 6DoF

object pose prediction task.
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3. We empirically demonstrate the benefits of using a quaternion loss function (as op-

posed to a typical MSE loss) for the task of regressing the orientation portion of the

6DoF object pose.

4. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate that deep learning can

be used to perform model-free 6DoF object tracking using natural RGB-only data

(natural data: meaning not synthetically generated; RGB-only: meaning no depth

channel) 2

2[GL17] uses deep learning in a similar way for the pose prediction task, but they require a model of
the object for the creation of synthetic data - hence they are not model-free; they also make use the depth
channel
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Chapter 2

Related Work

As mentioned in chapter 1, much previous work has been done in the field of 6DoF object

pose tracking, however the application of deep learning to the field remains largely unex-

plored. In this chapter we first review some of the more recent work in the field that falls

into the “traditional” object tracking system category, and then a select few recent works

that fall into the “deep learning” category. Lastly, we give a comparison between our work

and that of [GL17], which arguably the most closely related work to ours within the “deep

learning” category of 6DoF object tracking.

2.1 Traditional Object Tracking Systems

Although there has been considerable work that falls into the category we refer to as “tradi-

tional” object tracking systems, we review a select few here that were of particular attention

to us as we proceeded through our research process, exploring related work along the way.

For a more thorough review of the previous work in the field, the interested reader is re-

ferred to [LZK14] [YJS06]. The work of [Lai+11] presents a framework that they coin and

“Object-Pose Tree”, which efficiently organizes data into a semantically structured tree, en-

abling large-scale, efficient multi-object recognition in “near real-time” (using their words

precisely). They evaluate their system on a data set of 300 household objects collected

using a Kinect-style 3D camera.

[LKL15] presents a novel point-cloud descriptor that enables them to robustly track

the 6DoF pose of multiple objects in real-time without requiring any prior object knowledge

(i.e. they are model-free). They first estimate the 6DoF pose of each object using input

point-cloud data that is then segmented according to the estimated objects in the image. In

subsequent frames, they track an incremental model of each object that is updated from the
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segmented point-clouds. They achieve quality estimates in their point cloud segmentation

by using their proposed Joint Color-Spatial Descriptor (JCSD) aimed at enhancing

the robustness of the pose predicted from the point-cloud data. They control the temporal

aspect of their system using a particle filtering framework. Although their work is very

promising, they require full 3D point cloud data as input, putting them in a clearly different

niche of the sub-field from our work.

In [Pau+14] they introduce a “real-time system for recognizing and tracking the

position and orientation of a large number of complex real-world objects, together with an

articulated robotic manipulator operating upon them”. They claim their system to be fast,

accurate, and reliable, while not requiring a precisely calibrated camera. They claim to

achieve frame-rates of over 40 Hz.

[Pie+16] utilizes an adaptive learning algorithm to “perform tracking of an unknown

object through RGBD cameras.” One of their key contributions is the ability to handle a

wide range of arbitrarily shaped objects, which they achieve by adapting their model to the

measured size of the object of interest. They refine their estimate of the object’s size as it

moves throughout the scene. They do this by fitting an inscribed cuboid to the observed

measurements. They then use the region spanned by the inscribed cuboid during tracking,

to determine if the new observed measurements in a given frame should be added to the

object model. Their work also requires RGBD data, placing them in a different niche of

the field from our work.

The work of [PK15] proposes a unique approach that uses RGBD data from a kinect

mounted on the “head” of the robot along with n other RGB images from monocular

cameras providing different vantage points (in their experiments, they use n = 2 other

cameras, one mounted on each of the robot’s two arms). They tout that the one of the

main advantages of their method is that it is highly scalable in terms of the number of

objects being tracked and the number of cameras used as input data - thanks to the highly

parallelizable algorithms that lie at the hear of their object-tracking system. While their

work is impressive in its own right, their system is quite complex in terms of the necessary

inputs, as it requires RGBD data as well as multiple cameras.

The authors of [Bra+16] present a very innovative 6DoF tracking framework that re-

covers the full 6DoF pose of an object from a single RGB image. Interestingly, in this work

they actually move away from a deep-learning-based approach that they had previously

adopted in [Kru+15] (which we briefly describe section 2.2). The key innovation in their

more recent work, [Bra+16], is to model and exploit the uncertainty of the tracking system

at all stages of their pipeline. They represent this uncertainty by maintaining continuous

distributions over 3D coordinates for objects of interest, and discrete distributions over ob-
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ject labels. They implement this using a “regularized, auto-context regression framework

[that] iteratively reduces uncertainty in object coordinate and object label predictions.”

Additionally, they introduce an efficient mechanism for marginalizing over the object co-

ordinate distributions in order to extract the lacking depth coordinate data. They achieve

MOT functionality through use of their discrete object label distributions, while only using

a “fixed budget of RANSAC hypotheses.” The technical details of their system is fairly

involved - we refer the reader directly to their work [Bra+16] for a more in depth technical

analysis. While their work in [Bra+16] is similar to ours in that it recovers the full 6DoF

pose from RGB data only and without the need for temporal data, it differs significantly in

terms of the class of methodologies used - they leverage a probabilistic approach, while we

apply deep learning to the object tracking task.

2.2 Deep Learning Object Tracking Systems

To the best of our knowledge there appear to be five other pertinent works in the field that

have applied deep learning to the 6DoF pose tracking task 1 2

Of these five, two focus on 6DoF pose tracking in the context of the camera relocal-

ization task, one focuses on predicting human head pose, and two focus on the same task

as our work, namely predicting 6DoF object pose.

The work of [JSL16] and [KGC15] is geared toward the camera relocalization task,

thus both apply their models to much larger, typically outdoor, scenes. In the camera

relocalization task the goal is to recover the 6DoF pose of the camera relative to a global

coordinate frame, rather than recovering the 6DoF pose of an object relative to a reference

coordinate frame, as is the case in 6DoF object pose tracking. Nonetheless, we feel that their

work is worth mentioning, since the fundamental underlying task is mathematically nearly

identical (the relationship between tracking the pose of an object relative to a reference

coordinate frame can be seen simply as the inverse of tracking a camera pose relative to a

global coordinate frame), and since both employ deep architectures in their systems.

In the work of [JSL16], they introduce a clever way of automatically generating the

ground truth pose labels for their training data splitting an input video into frames at 3Hz,

and then using Structure from Motion (SfM) [Özy+17] to reconstruct a dense point cloud

model of the scene. Based on this synthetically generated training data, they then train a

1[WL15] also applies deep learning to object recognition and pose tracking, however, they only recover
the 3D pose, so we exclude them from consideration in this review.

2This estimate is based on our literature survey of related works in the field, and provides our genuine
best estimation, but the focus of our work was not to conduct a comprehensive literature review, so we do
not make this as an authoritative claim.
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CNN to directly regress the camera pose from a given input image. They achieve accuracy

within 1 meter and 1 degree on their outdoor data set, covering approximately 20, 000m2.

The work of [KGC15], dubbed “PoseNet”, present a “robust and real-time monocular

[6DoF] relocalization system”, that trains a 23 layer CNN to regress the camera pose given

an RGB image as input. They claim their algorithm to work both indoors and outdoors.

Their system achieves real-time performance, taking just 5ms at inference time. They

achieve approximately 2 meter and 3 degree accuracy on large scale outdoor scenes and 0.5

meter and 5 degree accuracy indoors.

[Ven+17] focuses on the task of human head pose estimation. They train a CNN

with a Siamese architecture using a novel loss function to improve training. Their model

takes depth data (only) as input. They test their system on two public data sets, Biwi

Kinect Head Pose [Boy+13] and ICT-3DHP database [BRM12].

The work of [Kru+15] and [GL17] both apply deep architectures to the task of 6DoF

object pose tracking, thus making their works arguably the closest to our niche within the

sub-field. However, one key difference between the work of [Kru+15] and [GL17] and our

work, is that both [Kru+15] and [GL17] use RGBD data as input to their respective models,

whereas we only require RGB data, making our system portable to a much wider scope of

robotic (or robot-like, e.g. anything that can record RGB images and track the 6DoF

pose of its end-effector) platforms. Given this critical difference, however, it renders direct

comparison to their work uninformative, since the lack of depth channel in the input data

makes the task notably more challenging [Bra+16].

In [Kru+15] they employ an analysis-by-synthesis approach in which they describe

the posterior density of a particular object pose with a CNN that compares observed and

rendered images. They train their network using the maximum likelihood paradigm. They

claim that their model is robust to occlusions and other sensor noise, and that it “does not

specialize to the geometry or appearance of specific objects...[and] can be used with objects

of vastly different shapes and appearances, and in different backgrounds”. They test their

system on two different data sets, including a total of eleven objects, many in cluttered

background, and with heavy occlusion.

The work of [GL17] presents a temporal 6DoF tracking model that leverages deep

learning by training a CNN that takes two RGBD images as input: (1) the object at

predicted position from the previous frame in the video sequence and (2) the observed

object at the current frame. They use a rendering-based data generation pipeline that

requires a textured 3D model of the object of interest to generate large amounts of synthetic

training data. Although they achieve impressive - arguably state-of-the-art - results, their

system is both model-based (since a 3D model is needed for generation of training data)
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and leverages RGBD data - both significant advantages over the minimalist setting in our

system operates.

2.2.1 Most Closely Related Work: Deep 6DoF [GL17]

In spite of the aforementioned differences, we feel that [GL17] is still the work most closely

related to ours, due to our proximity in the sub-field and particularly due to the overall

similarity of our approaches. Although their system is model-based and uses RGBD data,

whereas our proposed framework is model-free and used only RGB data, our work is very

similar in that both use a deep learning framework to directly predict the 6DoF pose of an

object. Additionally both use a CNN trained on images with 6DoF pose labels as input and

use a regression output to predict the pose. In their work [GL17] uses a textured 3D model

of an object to synthetically generate 250,000 training images with full RGBD data, and

then train a relatively shallow CNN (with 4-channel input) to regress to the 6DoF pose of

the object. Their results are impressive, but their work differs from ours in a few key ways,

all of which present a significant advantage to their task at hand. Namely, their work:

• Uses a ’textured 3D’ model of the object to generate synthetic training data, which

plants them firmly in the model-based camp within the object tacking research

community.

• [GL17] uses RGBD data whereas we only use RGB channels.

• [GL17] trains a base model on 250,000 synthetically generated images and then fine-

tune on a smaller data set. Our models are trained on 250-2,000 natural training

images 3.

• [GL17] leverages the temporal nature of the data in their model by feeding in data

from both the previous and current time step into their network.

Additional differences between our work include:

1. Pose Representation: The model used in [GL17] predicts the pose in a traditional

6DoF representation, namely: X, Y, Z, roll, pitch, yaw (at least, as best we can tell

from their paper). The final regression layer of their model outputs six values which

represent the X, Y, Z positions and pitch, yaw, and roll orientations of the object

respectively. Our model, on the other hand, treats the 6DoF pose estimation problem

in a dual fashion by converting the 6DoF pose representations to a 7DoF representa-

tion of XYZ position + a 4D Quaternion representation of the orientation. Although

3We do use pretrained VGG [SZ14] and DeepLab [Che+16] weights for the base-layers of our models)
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the conversion between the two is easy enough, our data collection process collects

the data in 7DoF representation implicitly, since many robotic platforms (operating

systems) use this as their default representation (ROS [Com17] in particular).

2. Model architecture: The architecture used in [GL17] is described in figure 2.1 and

our architecture is described in section 3.5.3. At a high level, the primary differences

are that their model extracts features from their two input images separately through

single convolutional layers (that do not share weights). The two extracted features

vectors are then concatenated and passed through the rest of the network, with the

final tanh layer regressing to a single 6D output vector that jointly represents the

position and orientation components of the predicted relative pose transform of the

object between the two input images. Our model architecture differs significantly,

in that our model takes a single RGB image as input and extract features using

pretrained weights from a CNN (VG16 [SZ14] up through its pool3 layer, trained

on ImageNet [Rus+14]), and then splits into two sibling convolutional branches that

independently (i.e. weights not shared) predict the object’s position and its orientation

independently. We found this architecture to work significantly better than more

traditional architectures. We initially tried a unified architecture that was similar to

that of [GL17] - in the sense that the position and orientation were predicted from a

single branch of the model - and found it performed far inferior, particularly on a very

small data set like ours. We feel that the split-branch sibling design of our VGGSibs

model architecture is one of the primary contributions of our work.

3. Loss Function: [GL17] trains their model using a standard MSE loss function that

penalizes the model based on the squared Euclidean distance between the predicted

and ground truth poses (or relative pose transforms, in their case). We use a multi-

objective loss function that penalizes the the position branch of our network using an

MSE loss (same as in [GL17]), but penalizes the orientation branch using a quaternion

difference (referred to as QuatDif) loss function. Details of the model architecture,

multi-objective loss function, and the inspiration behind it are described in section

3.5.2.

While we believe our overall model architecture of VGGSibs and our multi-objective

loss function are both improvements over the model and loss function presented in [GL17],

we commend their use of the temporal nature of the data and the fashion in which they

have integrated that into their model. Although our current data collection process does not

facilitate that due to its discrete nature (see section 4.1) and time constraints that prohibited

recollecting the data in a different fashion, we find significant merit in using a temporal
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Figure 2.1: The regression model architecture used by [GL17] for the 6DoF pose prediction
task.

aspect in the model and plan to experiment with similar additions to our architecture in

future work (see section 5.3 for details).
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Chapter 3

Framework

In this chapter we provide a detailed explanation of our 6DoF, model-free, real-time object

tracking system. We first explain the motivation for the framework in 3.1 and then provide

a high level overview of the framework in section 3.2. Technical details of each module

within the framework are then provided in sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, respectively.

3.1 Motivating the Framework

The technical details of our framework can best be understood with the motivation for the

framework in place as context. Thus in this section we address the question of why our

framework is necessary.

Based on the goals of our research and the implications that followed, we needed

to design a framework that could work well with limited amounts of training data, yet

could also generalize well to unseen data in relatively new environments. We postulated

that a model trained to directly predict the pose of an object would be hampered by an

”object-background association problem”, meaning the model would learn to base its

prediction of pose on not just the object of interest, but largely on the rest of the scene as

well. For instance if an object was on a table (or in a robot’s gripper) in many training

images, then the model might learn to predict the pose of the object based on the pose

of the table, or on the pose of the object relative to the table (or gripper) not relative to

the reference coordinate frame (e.g. the robot’s base-link). This would cause the system to

perform well on training data, but would significantly hurt its generalization performance.

The ideal solution is obviously to train on a varied and large enough data set, so

that the model cannot learn these associations. However, given the premise at hand, that

is not a realistic option. Thus the hypothesis is that training the regression network on seg-
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mented images will break this object-background association, thus creating an invariance

to the background and allowing the model to generalize better on unseen data. Given this,

we knew that we had to come up with a way to break the object-background associ-

ation problem - if we could not solve this problem, then we suspected that almost any

architecture we might design would perform well on the training data, but fail miserably in

new environments, due to powerful deep CNNs overfitting very small data sets. Therefore,

the goal of the framework was to solve the object-background association problem, thus

achieving background-invariance in our model and allowing our system to generalize well

to new environments.

We considered two possible ways of creating background-invariance within our mod-

els:

1. A large and varied enough set of training data with each object occurring in enough

different settings that our model was forced to learn the pose prediction task with

minimal reliance on background features, or

2. An effective way of segmenting out the object of interest from the rest of the image

(i.e. masking out the entire background), so that we could then train our model on

the segmented object image - in which case it would only be able to base its prediction

on the segmented object and a black background.

Given the implications of our goals, the first option (lots of varied data) was not feasible.

Accordingly, we designed a framework to achieve background-invariance through the second

method, namely, segmentation. However, segmentation at training time alone would not

be enough to create background-invariance. If we used segmented data during training but

then used unsegmented data during inference (whether on training, validation, test, or “in

the wild” data) the performance would likely be poor across the board, because training on

segmented data does not create background-invariance in and of itself - it simply reformu-

lates the object-background association problem to form a reliance on a black background.

Thus when the model saw a non-black background at inference, we surmised that it would

still perform very poorly.

However, if we could segment our input data at inference time as well, then we

could solve the object-background association problem, thus creating background-invariance

within our framework and allowing our system to generalize well to new environments. To

accomplish this we needed a way of segmenting our training data that still only required

“self-supervison” (i.e. class-level object labels and ground truth relative 6DoF poses for

each image). Manually annotated segmentation masks or even bounding boxes, which are

two common ways of training state-of-the-art segmenters ([Che+16], [Kho+16]), were not
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an option, as this would be a clear violation our principle of self-supervision. Thus we knew

we needed the following components in our framework:

1. A mechanism for segmenting our training data:

• speed requirements: none, since training data could be segmented offline as a

preprocessing step (i.e. not at runtime and not even at train time).

• generalization requirements: none, since this mechansim would only be used to

segment training data, no need to generalize to new environment.

2. A mechanism for segmenting any data at inference time:

• speed requirements: real-time, since this would be performed at runtime.

• generalization requirements: good generalization, since this would be performed

at runtime in any environment, and then its output (segmented image) would be

used as input to a model that predicted object pose.

3. A model for predicting 6DoF pose of segmented image.

• speed requirements: real-time, since this would be performed at runtime. Addi-

tionally, we suspected that the segmentation model might be relatively slow at

runtime for a “real-time” system, thus we wanted to pose prediction model to

be extremely fast to account for that.

• generalization requirements: good generalization, since this would be performed

at runtime - however, if the objects were accurately segmented at runtime, gen-

eralization within this model would be trivial.

The first and second item did not need to be separate mechanisms or models by definition

of the system requirements. However, we knew that existing state-of-the-art methods for

weakly supervised semantic segmentation ([Pap+15],[Oh+17]) typically split this into two

mechanisms - one to collect approximate training data and the second being a trained model

to use at runtime - since the algorithms used for collecting the approximate masks tend to

be far to slow to use at runtime in a real-time system.

At this point, the requirements were defined. We needed the following modules

pipelined together to form our framework:

1. an Approximate Labeler : used to segment training data to train Segmenter (but

not used at runtime).

2. a Segmenter to segment input data at runtime (output fed to Regressor).
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of the high-level architecture of our deep-learning framework for
6DoF pose prediction.

3. a Regressor to predict 6DoF pose of object at runtime (input = output from Seg-

menter).

3.2 Overview

At a high level, our object tracking framework is essentially a pipeline consisting of three

modules: an Approximate Labeler, a Segmenter, and a Regressor. The purpose of

the Approximate Labeler (also referred to as “Labeler” throughout the paper) is to provide

as high quality approximate semantic segmentation masks (i.e. labels) for the training data

that can then be fed as input to the Segmenter module. The Labeler is designed to achieve

the highest quality segmentation masks as possible for the training data, without regard to

speed performance or generalization ability, since it is not used at runtime.

Raw training data is fed into the Labeler, and it outputs approximate segmentation

masks. The raw training data and approximate segmentation masks are then fed as the

training image/label pairs to train the Segmenter. The Segmenter must have real-time run-

time performance and must also be able to generalize. Once trained, the raw training data

is forward-passed through the Segmenter and the output is fed as the input training data

(paired with each image’s corresponding ground truth 6DoF pose label) into the Regressor

module. The Regressor must have real-time speed performance and generalization capabil-

ity - although high quality segmentations at runtime make the Regressor’s generalization

trivial - thus much of the system relies on having a high quality Segmenter that can operate

at real-time speed and generalize well. The output of the Regressor is the final predicted

6DoF pose of the object of interest.

Figure 3.1 provides a visualization of the high-level architecture of our framework.
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3.3 Approximate Labeler

The Approximate Labeler has one very specific task: provide the highest quality possible

segmentation masks for the training data, with class-level object labels per image as the

only form of supervision. This module has no speed performance requirements, nor any

generalization requirements.

The combined architecture of our Labeler and Segmenter modules is inspired by sev-

eral previous works ([SVZ13], [Zho+15], [Pap+15], [Kho+16], [Oh+17]) that have achieved

state-of-the-art results at the task of weakly supervised semantic segmentation. Although

[SVZ13], [Zho+15], [Pap+15], [Kho+16], [Oh+17] all provided inspiration, our Labeler-

Segmenter architecture is most similar to that of [SVZ13] and [Oh+17].

Our Labeler subsystem works as follows:

1. We first train a fully convolutional classifier that uses a Global Average Pooling (GAP)

layer just before the softmax activation [LCY13]. See 3.3.1 for details on architecture,

training, etc.

2. Once the classifier is trained, given an input image we can:

• obtain a Class Activation Map (CAM) by running inference on the classifier for

the given input image and extracting an intermediary layer of the network as the

CAM. See section 3.3.2 for details.

• obtain a Class Saliency Map (CSM) by running inference on the classifier for

the given input image, and then backpropagating the gradient obtained from

the highest scoring class back into the input image - hence extracting the CSM

require one forward pass and one backward pass through the classifier for a given

input image. See section 3.3.3 for details.

3. The CAM and CSM are then fed to our Labeler’s segmentation algorithm where they

are “combined” to obtain the approximate segmentation mask. See algorithm 3.3.4

in section 3.3.4 for details.

Although our Labeler’s architecture and segmentation algorithm are very similar to that of

[SVZ13], [Zho+15], [Pap+15], [Kho+16], [Oh+17], there are a few noteworthy differences:

• In the work of [Oh+17] they use a pretrained class-agnostic foreground saliency model,

whereas we use CSMs as the basis of our foreground model, as suggested by [SVZ13].

• After thresholding the CSM obtained from a forward-backward bass through the clas-

sifier, we additionally take into account the CAM to help “spotlight” the region of
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interest (i.e. the object) within the image, which allows us to mask out inaccura-

cies that arise in the thresholded CSM where background features inaccurately sneak

through the threshold level. This step is inspired by [Oh+17]’s use of their pretrained

class-agnostic saliency model, but is novel 1 in that we use the CSM instead (com-

pared to [Oh+17]) and [SVZ13] omits this step entirely. Although novel, we cannot

quantitatively assess the efficacy of adding this additional step to the segmentation

algorithm, because we did not train or test our Labeler-Segmenter subsystem on any

benchmark data sets (i.e. PASCAL VOC [Eve+10]), since weak semantic segmenta-

tion was not a primary goal of our research in and of itself. Nonetheless, appendix A

gives numerous examples of the output of our Labeler and appendix B gives examples

of the output of our Segmenter, both of which provide a qualitative assessment of

their performance.

• Our Labeler-Segmenter subsystem is different from that of [Pap+15] and [Kho+16] in

that we don’t require a bounding box, only a class-level image label, which is implicitly

obtained during the data collection process in our framework. Both [Pap+15] and

[Kho+16] make use of a significantly stronger form of weak supervision by using

bounding box labels.

The following four subsections provide detail on the model used for the classifier within

our Labeler, the process of obtaining the CAM, the process of obtaining the CSM, and

the segmentation algorithm used to generate the approximate segmentation masks, re-

spectively.

3.3.1 Model: GAP-HiRes

Before our approximate segmentation algorithm can run, we first must train our classifier

model. We use a very similar classifier architecture as that of [Oh+17]’s “GAP-HiRes”

model (inspired by [KL16]) within what they term their “Guided labeller” module, with

a few differences. Both [Oh+17]’s GAP-HiRes and our modified GAP-HiRes are fully

convolutional variants of the popular VGG16 architecture [SZ14], with several modifications.

The differences between an exactly equivalent fully convolutional version of VGG16 and our

version of GAP-HiRes are:

• The pool4 and pool5 layers of VGG16 are omitted to maintain a higher output reso-

lution for the CAMs (same as [Oh+17]).

1to the best of our knowledge
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• VGG16’s fc6 and fc7 layers are replaced with two additional biased 3x3 convolutional

layers (with ReLU nonlinearities) that extend the number of channels from 512 to

1024 (same as [Oh+17]).

• VGG16’s fc8 layer is replaced by a biased 1x1 convolutional layer (with linear activa-

tion) that reduces the number of channels from 1024 to the number of total classes

present in the training data. This is a departure from the GAP-HiRes architecture

presented in [Oh+17] - they insert their GAP layer here and then follow with their

fc8 equivalent.

• We then add a Global Average Pooling (GAP) [LCY13] layer just after our fc8 layer

and before the softmax activation. It is important to note that the spatial dimension-

ality (i.e. height and width, but not number of channels) of a feature map output by

a fully convolutional architecture is a function of the size of the input image - thus

it can be of arbitrary size depending on what image is fed as input. Thus, the GAP

layer serves to reduce the feature map output by fc8 down to a single vector of class

logits, regardless of what the input size of the image is. The feature maps output by

our fc8 layer (exactly one per class) are what we extract as our CAMs. More detail

is provided in section 3.3.2.

The 1x1xnbclasses column vector emitted from the GAP layer is then flattened into a

single 1xnbclasses vector (ignoring the batch dimension) that is then fed into the softmax

activation.

Even though our framework as it is currently designed is an single-object tracking

system, the GAP-HiRes classifier in our Labeler module can be trained as either a binary

classifier or as multi-class classifier. The fact that our frame work is SOT only indicates

that it can only track one object in any given frame. However if the classifier in the Labeler

module and then segmenter model in the Segmenter module are both trained on a multi-class

data set, we can form a Multi-Object Library (MOL), which enables our system to track a

variety of different objects - with the restriction that it can only track one at a time. If the

classifier and segmenter are trained on a binary data set, then a Single Object Library (SOL)

is formed. We train both MOL and SOL versions of our framework in our experiments to

provide both a quantitative analysis, based on the end results of the tracking accuracy - and

qualitative analysis, based on the visual quality of the approximate segmentation masks and

runtime segmentation masks produced by the Labeler and Segmenter, respectively. Lastly,

we note that the current version of our framework is engineered as an SOT system. However,

it can easily be extended to an MOT system with relatively minimal changes. This is firmly

on our horizon for future work (see section 5.3.5).
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3.3.2 Class Activation Maps

Is has been shown that using this type of GAP architecture trained as a classifier is a very

effective way of obtaining approximate localization information with only the need for class

level labels [Zho+15]. The output of the layer immediately before the GAP layer can be

extracted at runtime and provides the approximate localization information. Thus, the

feature maps output by the fc8 layer of our version of GAP-HiRes are our Class Activation

Maps (CAMs). Since fc8 outputs exactly one feature map per class, and each feature map

is averaged and then fed into the softmax activation, this type of architecture forces the

GAP-HiRes classifier to treat each feature map output by fc8 as “heatmap”, so to speak,

that can be directly interpreted as what areas of the image were highly activated for that

particular class. For the class of an object not present in the image, we would expect these

values to be very low across the feature map. However, for the class of an object that is

present in the image, we would expect to see very high activations in that CAM - but,

critically, only in the spatial areas of the image where that object is located. This is what

makes CAMs such a useful tool in weakly supervised object localization.

CAMs can be easily interpreted by anthropomorphizing the classifier model and

describing each CAM as the area of the image that the classifier deemed most important

when making its classification decision. The result after min-max normalization and then

thresholding is that the CAM provides a “spotlight” that highlights the object of interest

in the input image. From a technical perspective, this occurs because the CAM is then

fed through a GAP layer which is then soft-maxed to perform the classification task. Thus

during training, the classifier is encouraged to have the CAM of the correct ground truth

class have the highest average value across the extent of its feature map. However, the

classifier cannot simply make the entire CAM of the correct class highly activated because

it must still be able to generalize across all the images in the training set. As a result, the

classifier learns to give very high activations to the area in the image where the object of

interest is located - but only for the CAM of the correct ground truth class. The result

provides a very useful form of weakly supervised object localization [Zho+15], which we

leverage in our Approximate Labeler module.

Although there is technically a separate CAM for each possible class in a given

classifier model, in the task of weak semantic segmentation, the CAM of interest is that

of the class with highest scoring logit for a given input image. Hence, when we refer to

CAM henceforward, we are really referring to the CAM of the most highly activated class

for a given image. See the multiples figures in appendix A for a visualization of the CAMs

produced by our various experiments.
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3.3.3 Class Saliency Maps

The Class Saliency Maps (CSMs) in our Labeler module are obtained by performing a

forward pass on the classifier for a given input image, and then backpropagating the gradient

obtained from the highest scoring class back into the pixels of the input image. [SVZ13]

summarizes the intuition behind the mathematics of this inference-gradient operation very

succinctly: “Another interpretation of computing the image-specific class saliency using the

class score derivative is that the magnitude of the derivative indicates which pixels need to

be changed the least to affect the class score the most. One can expect that such pixels

correspond to the object location in the image.” [SVZ13].

While this gradient can be taken with respect to the top k number of predicted

classes - and a large k makes sense if the data set has a large number of classes, many of

which are closely related (e.g. ImageNet [Rus+14]) - with a very small number of classes

(four in our MOL setting, and two in our SOL setting), it makes sense to use k = 1, which

is what we use in all of our experiments.

We make one change to the extraction of the CSMs compared to the work of [SVZ13].

When performing the backward pass - i.e. backpropagating the error of the top k predicted

classes back into the image - we use Guided Backprop [Spr+14] since it has a tendency to

more narrowly focus its attention on the object of interest within the image when compared

to traditional backpropagation. Our implementation of guided backpropagation for the

ReLU nonlinearity, as implemented in Tensorflow [Mar+15], is courtesy of [c6].

3.3.4 Algorithm

Algorithm 3.3.4 provides detailed pseudocode on our approximate segmentation algorithm.

The key to making this algorithm effective is having a well trained classifier that can provide

very high quality CAMs and CSMs. The key idea behind the algorithm is that by manipu-

lating the CAMs and CSMs using smoothing, normalization, and thresholding techniques,

we can use the “spotlight” provided by the CAM as a mask that we apply to the CSM. The

result is then used as the foreground model that is passed to the graph cut algorithm 2 3.

The background model is obtained by inverse thresholding the CAM - i.e. taking the areas

of the image that the classifier deemed not relevant in its classification decision. The graph

cut algorithm typically returns a fairly accurate approximate segmentation mask. However,

on occasion - particularly when passed a poor-quality foreground or background model -

graph cut will and return a nearly empty mask. To account for this, we check to ensure

2We use openCv’s implementation of graph cut, which they call grabCut [Its17]
3Within our segmentation algorithm we also use openCv’s implementation of morphological closing, which

they call morphologyEx [Its17]
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that the sum of the pixels in the returned mask is over a certain threshold (heuristically

chosen). If it is, then we return the mask from graph cut. If it is under the threshold, then

we fall back to our foreground model as a the mask - which is typically lower quality then

masks obtained by successful graph cut runs, but much better than an empty mask that

results when graph cut fails.

3.4 Segmenter: DeepLab

Within our framework the Segmenter’s job is to provide high quality predicted segmen-

tation masks at runtime on any data (train, validation, test, test2, unseen) to be fed as

input to the Regressor module for pose prediction. In this way, the Segmenter’s role can

be thought of as providing background invariance, by removing the background from any

image that the Regressor module ever sees - whether during training or at runtime. Since

the Regressor is trained for many iterations, for the sake of efficiency, we use the Segmenter

(once trained) to make a single offline pass over all the training data and save the segmented

training data to disk to use for training the Regressor. This avoids having to segment the

same imags repeatedly while training the Regressor, thus allowing it to train much faster.

However, at runtime the Segmenter must be able to segment an arbitrary input

image to then feed to the Regressor, thus the Segmenter has real-time speed requirements.

Furthermore, since the input image can be arbitrary at runtime, it must also have very

good generalization performance if our overall system is to work well in new enviornments.

3.4.1 Input & Output

At training time, the input to our Segmenter module are the RGB images collected from

robot during data collection procedure. These are the exact same images used as input to

the Labeler, except that in the Segmenter module we only use 75% of the data for training,

withholding 10% for validation data and 15% as our ”Test” data set - note, the Test data

set is different than our ”Test2” data set, which is our “in the wild” test data set - see

Section 4.1 for details.

The labels used at training time are the approximate segmentation masks output by

the Labeler. We refer to these as approximate ground truth segmentation masks, because in

spite of being computed in a weakly supervised, approximate fashion, they are the ground

truth from the Segmenter model’s perspective. This sheds light on an inherent limitation of

our framework: the quality of our Segmenter module is limited by the quality of our Labeler

module, which, makes having high quality output from the Labeler all the more important.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for obtaining weakly supervised approximate segmentation masks
from a classifier trained only on class-level object labels per image.

1: function ApproximateSegmentation(image)
Get raw CAM for highest scoring predicted class by running inference on GAP-HiRes:

2: CAMraw = inference(GAPHiRes, image)
Normalize CAM by rescaling all values to range [0,1] using min-max normalization:

3: CAMnormed = normalize(CAMraw)
Threshold normalized CAM by setting any value below below 0.35 to 0:

4: CAMthreshed = threshold(CAMnormed, thresholdLevel = 0.35)
Find largest connected component in the thresholded CAM:

5: CAM = findLargestConnectedCommponent(CAMthreshed)
Get raw CSM by backproping gradient from highest scoring
predicted class back into the image pixels, using Guided Backprop:

6: CSMraw = guidedBackprop(GAPHiRes, image)
Take absolute value of CSM:

7: CSMabs = abs(CSMraw)
Calculate mean and standard deviation of CSM for use in dynamic thresholding:

8: meanCSM , stddevCSM = moments(CSMabs)
Calculate dynamic threshold level:

9: threshCSM = meanCSM + (stddevCSM ∗ 4.)
Smooth CSM using Gaussian blur:

10: CSMsmooth = gaussianBlur(CSMabs, kernel = (5, 5))
Threshold the CSM:

11: CSMsmoothed = threshold(CSMsmooth, thresholdLevel = threshCSM )
Fill in gaps in CSM using morphological transformations -
iterative application of dilation followed by erosion [Its17]:

12: CSMfilled = morphology(CSMsmooth, kernel = (3, 3), iters = 2)
Normalize CSM by rescaling all values to range [0,1] using min-max normalization:

13: CSM = normalize(CAMfilled)
Get foreground model for graphCut by using CAM to mask CSM:

14: foregroud = applyMask(image = CSM,mask = CAM)
Get background for graphCut by inverse thresholding - set any value > .2 to 0 [Its17]:

15: background = threshold(CAMnormed, thresholdLevel = 0.20, inverse = True)
Get approx segmentation mask by running graphCut using fg and bg models:

16: mask = graphCut(image, foreground, background)
If mask is too small, graphCut failed, so return fg model as mask:

17: if sum(mask) > 200 then
18: return mask
19: end if
20: return foreground
21: end function
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At runtime the input to the Segmenter module is a raw RGB image, and the output

is a predicted segmentation mask for the object of interest, to be fed in as the ”input image”

for the Regressor module. Section 3.5 provides details on the Regressor module.

3.4.2 Model: DeepLab-ResNet-101

The model at the heart of our Segmenter module is a state-of-the-art semantic segmenta-

tion model, namely DeepLab [Che+16]. The particular version of DeepLab that we use is

DeepLab-ResNet-101 [Che+16], which is based on a fully convolutional variant of ResNet-

101 [He+15] with atrous (dilated) convolutions, atrous spatial pyramid pooling. Specifically,

we use a Tensorflow [Mar+15] re-implementation of DeepLab-ResNet-101 based on code by

[Vla17].

We replace the final fully connected layers (technically they are fully convolutional

transformations of the fully connected layers) of DeepLab with new layers that are ap-

propriately adjusted in dimensionality so that their output into the soft-max activation

matches the number of objects in our system’s library (since the unmodified architecture

of DeepLab was designed for training on PASCAL VOC [Eve+10] which has 21 classes in

total, including background class).

A reasonable question that we would like to address is: why is it necessary to train a

separate semantic segmentation model to serve as the engine of our Segmenter module when

we could already obtain the approximate segmentation masks from the Labeler module?

There were two primary motivations for this:

1. Speed: The Labeler module is extremely slow ( 2 seconds/image on a 240x427 RGB

image even on a GPU). This is largely due to the fact that it performs graphical

model-based computations - see algorithm 3.3.4 for full details on our approximate

segmentation algorithm - such as GraphCut [BJ01] (as implemented in OpenCv’s

GrabCut [Its17]), and a subroutine that finds the largest connected component in

a graph (also based on OpenCv implementation [Its17]). Furthermore, these graph-

based operations do not yet have efficient GPU implementations to the best of our

knowledge, thus the computation must be performed on CPU, which is not only slower

computationally, but also requires transferring the output of the GAP-HiRes network

from GPU to CPU to perform the graph-based operations. Although DeepLab is not

fast by any means in “real-time” terms, it executes a forward pass in .7 seconds for

our SOL models and 1.3 seconds for our MOL models (see figure 4.4 for details on

speed performance of our framework). While .7 and 1.3 is not fast, and perhaps

not even fast enough to warrant a truly “real-time” label, we feel that there are many
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simple modifications we can make to improve the speed. For instance, the underlying

ResNet-101 [He+15] model that our DeepLab [Che+16] segmenter is built on, could

easily be replaced with a shallower ResNet version, e.g. ResNet-34 for ResNet-50.

Although empirical experiments would have to be done to verify this, we suspect that

this would dramatically improve the speed of our Segmenter module, while having

only a modest (if not negligible) impact on performance. Additionally, our imple-

mentation of the Segmenter module that wraps the DeepLab-ResNet-101 model has

several minor inefficiencies introduced for the purpose of logging and visualizations of

our experiments that could easily be removed. Thus by improving our overall imple-

mentation of the Segmenter module in the aforementioned ways, we believe that the

Segmenter’s speed performance could be significantly improved - perhaps up to even

5 Hz based on our estimates.

2. Performance: Based on the work by [Pap+15], [Kho+16], [Oh+17], it has been

shown that given approximate segmentation masks as input, DeepLab can actually

output more accurate predicted segmentation masks than those on which it was

trained - this is particularly the case if DeepLab is trained iteratively in an “Ex-

pectation Maximization” type of fashion, as demonstrated by [Pap+15] (note, we did

not iteratively train our Segmenter models due to time constraints, although that

remains a possibility for future work).

3.5 Regressor: VGGSibs

Within our framework the Regressor has the final job of predicting the actual 6DoF pose

of the object of interest.

3.5.1 Input & Output

At training time, the inputs to our Regressor module are the segmented versions of the

RGB images collected from the robot during data collection procedure. These images have

been segmented by our trained Segmenter module in a single offline pass of the training

data, and then saved to disk for efficient training of the Regressor. As in the Segmenter

module we only use 75% of the data for training, withholding 10% for validation data and

15% as our ”Test” data set.

In the Regressor module, each training image has an accompanying label in the

form of a ground truth relative 6DoF pose for that object. The 6DoF poses are in a

7D representation; a 3D vector storing the X,Y, and Z position coordinates of the object
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concatenated with a 4D vector representing the object’s orientation as a unit quaternion.

By relative we mean that ground truth pose (and thus the predicted poses at inference

time) are relative to the origin pose of that object, as determined during the data collection

process - see section 4.1 for more details. During training, the Regressor module outputs a

predicted 6DoF relative pose (also in 7D representation), and the network is trained using

a loss function that measures the error between the predicted relative pose and the ground

truth relative pose. Section 3.5.2 gives a detailed analysis of the different loss functions we

use during training.

At runtime the input to the Regressor module is the output of our Segmenter module,

which has been segmented in real-time. The Regressor’s runtime output is a predicted

relative 6DoF pose (again in 7D representation) of the object of interest.

3.5.2 Loss Functions: MSE+MSE vs. MSE+QuatDif

Before describing the model architecture used in our Regressor module, we first describe the

two different loss functions that we utilize to train our Regressor models. In all of our exper-

iments we compare two different loss functions: a traditional mean squared error (MSE)

loss and a multi-objective loss function that penalizes the model with mean squared er-

ror for the positional portion of the predicted pose and with a quaternion difference loss

for the orientation portion of the predicted pose. We refer to these as MSE+MSE and

MSE+QuatDif, respectively. In all final round experiments (i.e. not including experi-

ments on preliminary models - details provided below in section 3.5.3), we perform parallel

experiments - one using the MSE+MSE loss and another using the MSE+QuatDif loss - for

all variants of our framework (namely with and without the use of our Segmenter module)

using both an MOL and SOL setting. Quantitative results comparing the two loss functions

are reported in section 4.4. A qualitative analysis of these results is provided in section 5.1.

Forgetting about the batch dimension for notational convenience, the output of any

of our Regressor model variants is a 7 dimensional vector, predicting the 7D representation

of the 6DoF pose, of the form:

ˆpose =p̂ + q̂ where (3.1)

p̂ =[x̂, ŷ, ẑ] and (3.2)

q̂ =[q̂x, q̂y, q̂z, q̂w] (3.3)

and the + indicates vector concatenation. In this notation p̂ represents the predicted 3D

positional coordinates in meters of the object of interest and q̂ is a unit quaternion repre-

senting the predicted orientation of the object, respectively. Note that all of the Regressor
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models we experiment with include a final pose normalization layer that normalizes last

four elements of the predicted pose vector to ensure that our predicted orientation has unit

norm. Similarly, let the corresponding relative ground truth pose label (also referred to

simply as ground truth for notational convenience) be denoted as:

pose =p + q where (3.4)

p =[x, y, z] and (3.5)

q =[qx, qy, qz, qw] (3.6)

Then we can formally define our two loss functions as:

LMSE+MSE = (p̂− p)2 + (q̂− q)2 (3.7)

where this is computed for each sample in the batch and then averaged across the number

of samples per batch during training. And the MSE+QuatDif loss is defined as:

LMSE+QuatDif = Lposition + Lorientation where (3.8)

Lposition = (p̂− p)2 and (3.9)

Lorientation = 2 ∗ arctan2 (‖[q4x , q4y , q4z ]‖2, q4w ) and (3.10)

q4 = q ∗ q̂−1 (3.11)

(3.12)

The positional portion of the LMSE+QuatDif loss function is straight forward. The

orientation portion, however, is more involved. Stepping through the above formulation in

reverse order, Lorientation equation can be explained as follows:

q4 is the difference quaternion that represents the rotation that would be required to

rotate the object of interest from the predicted orientation, q̂, to the ground truth orienta-

tion, q. This difference quaternion is mathematically guaranteed to be a unit quaternion

itself, thus it represents the error between the predicted and ground truth orientations as

an orientation itself. q4 is calculated by taking the quaternion product between the ground

truth orientation quaternion and the inverse of the predicted orientation quaternion. The

inverse of a quaternion is defined as:
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q−1 =
qconj

‖q‖2
(3.13)

=
qconj√

q2x + q2y + q2z + q2w

(3.14)

(3.15)

for a given quaternion, q, where qconj is the conjugate of the quaternion, defined as:

qconj = − 1

2
(iqxi + jqyj + kqzk + qw) (3.16)

where i, j,k are the imaginary axes of the quaternion (3.17)

= [−qx,−qy,−qz, qw] (3.18)

Since the norm of a unit quaternion is 1 by definition, the inverse of a unit quaternion

is simply its conjugate. The product of two quaternions, q1 and q2 is defined as:

q1 ∗ q2 = i(q2wq1x + q2xq1w − q2yq1z + q2zq1y)

+j(q2wq1y + q2xq1z + q2yq1w − q2zq1x)

+k(q2wq1z − q2xq1y + q2yq1x + q2zq1w)

+(q2wq1w − q2xq1x + q2yq1y + q2zq1z) (3.19)

(3.20)

Once the difference quaternion has been computed we can calculate the magnitude of its

rotation as:

θ4 = 2 ∗ arctan2 (‖[q4x , q4y , q4z ]‖2, q4w ) (3.21)

where ‖[q4x , q4y , q4z ]‖2 is the Euclidean length of the first three elements of the difference

quaternion, and q4w is the rotational element of the difference quaternion. Here the arctan2

function differs from a traditional arctan function in that it computes “The quadrant (i.e.,

branch) chosen so that arctan2 (y, x) is the signed angle in radians between the ray ending

at the origin and passing through the point (1,0), and the ray ending at the origin and

passing through the point (y, x)” [J+01] [WCV11]. The resulting θ4 is the magnitude of

rotation extracted from the difference quaternion, and thus provides a true indicator of the

error between the predicted and ground truth orientations [MS05]

The formulas above are given to help provide an understanding of the mathematics
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involved in our MSE+QuatDif loss function, however they are not intended to be com-

prehensive. For a more thorough technical analysis of quaternion algebra, the reader is

suggested to [Bla10], [17], [Wik17].

Although the formulation of the difference between two quaternions as described

above is nothing novel - and is, in fact, a well known result [MS05], there has been sur-

prisingly little work in the field utilizing this quaternion error formula as a loss function in

iterative gradient based optimization methods. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, we

are the first to use this type of loss function in the context of deep learning for 6DoF pose

prediction. Intuitively, this type of loss function is a much better error signal for prediction

of orientation than a traditional MSE loss function because it equally penalizes any error

in the predicted orientation quaternion.

For instance, envision the scenario where the ground truth orientation is the iden-

tity quaternion, namely qu = [0, 0, 0, 1] representing a rotation of zero degrees about a

zero-length vector emitting from the origin. If we consider two equally erroneous possible

predictions, q̂1 and q̂2 intuitively they should have the same error since both are off by the

same amount, albeit in different ways. For the former, the extracted axis of rotation might

be very similar to that of the ground truth. However, the magnitude of rotation represented

by q̂1 could be significantly different from the ground truth. Conversely, q̂2 may have pre-

dicted an axis of rotation that is relatively accurately, but predicted the axis around which

this rotation should occur erroneously. Intuitively, if both predictions appear to be almost

equally off, just in very different ways, then it makes sense that the loss function used in

optimization should penalize these two predictions equally.

However, the MSE+MSE loss will often penalize one prediction more than the other,

given that the mathematics behind the MSE loss do not take into account what the precise

difference is in orientation. This means that an MSE loss function for this purpose is not

only arbitrary in terms of the semantics of orientation, but also provides an inconsistent

error signal during the optimization process. The result is that the MSE+MSE loss function

causes the network to optimize something other than desired objective - which is reducing

the error of the predicted orientation - while the MSE+QuatDif loss function actually rep-

resents the true objective. The quantitative results clearly support this intuition as well,

as the models trained with the MSE+QuatDif loss function, consistently out-perform those

trained with the MSE+MSE loss function, and by a significant margin at times. Section

4.4 shows the quantitative comparison between the two loss functions. Our work demon-

strates that the MSE+QuatDif loss function can be effectively used in deep architectures to

optimize 6DoF pose prediction - and we believe that this is one of our key contributions4.

4See section 5.1.1 for discussion of transparency disclaimer regarding how error metrics reported in section
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3.5.3 Models

We explored two different model architectures for our Regressor module: an unnamed

variant of the popular VGG16 [SZ14] architecture with several modifications to re-purpose

it to the pose regression task, and VGGSibs, the name we’ve coined for our second model

architecture. Our first model performed poorly. The results were bad enough that we did

not run the full set of experiments on this model and thus do not quantitatively report on

the results. The architecture of the first model is described in section 3.5.3. Our second

model, VGGSibs, performed relatively well in our estimation, given the limited amount of

training data and the difficulty of the regression task at hand. We describe the architecture

for VGGSibs as well as the empirical analysis that motivated it in 3.5.3 and we report

quantitative performance results (both speed and accuracy) in section 4.4.

Preliminary Model: VGG Variant

Our initial thought was to design our Regressor model similar to that of [GL17], less the

dual-input temporal component. We postulated that a single-branch unified CNN archi-

tecture, similar to many that have been successfully applied to the image recognition task

(eg VGG [SZ14], ResNet [He+15], GoogLeNet [Sze+14], etc.), would provide a substantial

enough output feature map (or vector) to then feed into a final sequence of regression lay-

ers for predicting the pose. We felt this would be the case even if only minimal (or no)

fine-tuning was performed on these pretrained layers, as long as the model was cropped

relatively deep in the network - e.g. after one of the last convolutional layers (e.g. conv5 3

in VGG16 or even fc8) and several new layers were added on top leading into the final

regression output.

Accordingly, our first attempt at a regressor model was simply a VGG architecture

cropped after the conv3 3 layer followed by an added convolutional layer with a very large

filter (28x28) to give a partial sense of the“global view” that a traditional fully connected

layer provides, while using still many fewer weights thus making the model faster. This large

conv layer also played the role of reducing the channel dimensionality from 256 coming out

of VGG’s conv3 3 layer to 128, simply for the purpose of making the model lighter weight

and giving it fewer total parameters, to discourage overfitting. This large convolutional

layer utilized a ReLU [GBB11] nonlinearity. Following the large convolutional layer, we

flattened the resulting feature maps and added six fully connected (FC) layers, the first

of which was fairly heavy-weight as it flattened the output of the large convolutional layer

(approximately 80x103x128) and fully connected over the resulting vector to an FC layer

4.4 were computed, as they pertain to supporting the merit of the MSE+QuatDif loss function.
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with 56 output nodes, totaling 59 million parameters. The following five FC layers were

very light-weight reducing the output feature vector from 56 after the first FC layer to 28,

14, 14, 7, 7 in the subsequent five FC layers, with FC1-FC3 using a ReLU nonlinearity and

FC4-FC6 using linear activations.

The motivation for this design was that the large convolutional layer would allow

the model to see almost a full quadrant of the output of the VGG conv3 3 layer at each

stride, which equates to a significant portion of the original image when one considers

the receptive field of a given neuron that deep in the model. Additionally, we speculated

that the model shouldn’t require seeing the entire image at once to accurately regress the

pose since the object of interest very rarely occupies more than a quadrant of the input

image, let alone the entire image. Furthermore, we thought that several light-weight FC

layers with nonlinearities would allow the model to learn appropriate feature combinations

to predict the pose accurately. The final linear layers were needed to allow the model to

predict negative values, since a ReLU nonlinearity would clearly not accommodate that.

The reason for cropping VGG after conv3 3 - as opposed to after pool3 or even deeper

was twofold: (a) we felt a higher/more granular resolution might be needed to accurately

predict the position portion of the pose and (b) speed. The final 7D output vector of this

model was then put through a pose normalization layer, in which the first three positional

elements were left untouched and the last four elements representing the orientation were

normalized to ensure that they formed a unit quaternion (since all of our training data used

unit quaternions to represent the orientation portion of the poses). As it turned out, the

performance of this model was abysmal for reasons described in the next section.

Second Model: VGGSibs

After running several experiments with our preliminary Regressor model described above,

our initial thinking was that its poor performance might be due to the loss function - at

this point we had not yet run enough experiments to thoroughly evaluate the performance

difference between the MSE+MSE and MSE+QuatDif loss functions, thus we suspected

that the MSE+QuatDif loss function might actually be the problem - not the model ar-

chitecture. We also considered the possibility that it was simply our implementation of

the MSE+QuatDif loss function. Tensorflow [Mar+15], our deep learning library of choice,

natively supports the arctan function, but not the arctan2 function. We were able to solve

this this courtesy of a work-around suggested by [Min17], but given our very poor initial

results, we were second guessing the merit of the arctan2 workaround we had adopted.

Given the uncertainty, we ran two ablation experiments to try to isolate the problem.

The first was to train the exact same preliminary regressor model, still using the same
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general MSE+QuatDif loss function, except with the QuatDif portion of the loss down-

scaled by a factor of 0.00001 - essentially eliminating it from the loss equation. The second

was the inverse: same model, same data, same training procedure, except the MSE portion

of the loss function was downscaled by 0.00001. The motivation behind this was that

it would allow us to assess if the loss function and model combination could successfully

solve either sub-problem. If it could solve neither, it would be an indicator that both the

model architecture and loss function were flawed; if it could solve one but not the other,

there could be multiple ways to interpret the situation; and if it could solve both sub-

problems individually, we felt that would be a sign that the loss function was not at fault,

but rather the model architecture was the culprit to blame. The results showed that both

ablation models performed extremely well, yielding an error of approximately 3-5 cm and

3-5 degrees, respectively, on the training data. In light of these ablation results, we felt

very confident that the poor performance of our preliminary Regressor model was due to

the model architecture, not the MSE+QuatDif loss function.

The results of the ablation studies were the primary motivating factor behind the

design of VGGSibs’ split-branch architecture. Given that the MSE+QuatDif loss function

was able to optimize both sub-problems very well individually, it lead us to believe that the

issue had more to do with the fact that the unified architecture shared features (whether in

a convolution layer - i.e. feature map - or in an FC layer - i.e. feature vector) throughout

the entire architecture all the way until the final linear prediction layer. The challenge with

this is that the multi-objective loss function provides fundamentally different error signals

to the two distinct parts of the prediction (position and orientation). Given that the unified

architecture had multiple FC layers after the convolutional feature maps were extracted

from VGG’s conv3 3 layer and before the final prediction layer, the model had no way to

segregate the error signal from the MSE portion of the loss and that from the QuatDif

portion of the loss - since the gradient flows back to all parts of an FC layer as determined

by the mathematics of the derivatives. Admittedly, the additional linear FC layers following

the nonlinear layers might have been a key culprit in this - since ReLU layers are able to

act as a gate for the gradient flow. It would be a very interesting ablation study to test the

performance of our preliminary model with only a single (final) linear layer. Unfortunately

time did not permit this experiment.

Nevertheless, the results of the ablation studies that we did run suggested that a

unified architecture might well be at fault. This also coincides with intuition - the task of

predicting 3D position and that of predicting a 4D representation of orientation, are funda-

mentally very different tasks. To start with, predicting orientation is both scale and position

invariant - whereas predicting position is highly sensitive - and in fact fundamentally depen-
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dent upon - both the scale of the object relative to the input image and its relative location

within the image. Furthermore, predicting position requires a more granular view of the

data than predicting orientation. Returning to the model architecture, this makes sense: if

the feature map fed to the position prediction layer does not have high enough resolution,

then the accuracy of the prediction is inherently limited. This intuition is somewhat coun-

tered by the fact that neurons deep in a CNN will have a fairly wide receptive field, but

nonetheless, the point still stands that a finer grained resolution has the potential to lead

to better position predictions.

Predicting orientation, on the other hand, is a fundamentally different task. It has

much less dependence on the granularity of the feature map, but much more dependence on

the model’s ability to recognize the relative spatial relationship between certain distinguish-

ing features of an object. For instance, in the case of the mug and pitcher, the ability to

recognize the relative location (or absence) of the handle relative to the body of the object

is critical to determining it’s orientation. This is particularly apparent in the case of the

mug, since it is much less elongated than the pitcher (both of which are less elongated than

the remote). The elongated shape of the pitcher relative to the mug provides a very good

indicator of at least a portion of the object’s orientation. Shape aside, the key intuition

we gleaned from the ablation studies was that prediction of position and orientation are

fundamentally different tasks that perform better under different model architectures and

with separate gradient flows that are not co-mingled, particularly in the deeper layers of

the network.

The results of our ablation studies and the intuitions gleaned from them, lead us to

the design of the architecture we ultimately ended up using for our Regressor model, coined

VGGSibs. The moniker “VGGSibs”, short for “VGG Siblings” is inspired by traits of the

model’s architecture:

• Input images are processed through a single unified VGG base up through VGG’s

Pool3 layer.

• The feature maps output from VGG Pool3 are duplicated.

• One copy of the feature maps are fed into the position branch and the second copy

is fed into the orientation branch.

• The two branches are both VGG-like in that they utilize several layers of 3x3 convo-

lutions followed by max-pooling layer(s) and then fully connected layers to regress to

the position and orientation predictions, respectively.
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• The VGG base uses shared, pretrained, frozen weights.

• Critically, the two branches do not share weights - this allows the multi-objective

MSE+QuatDif loss function to channel the gradients back through the respective

branches of the network as appropriate, without the error signal from one portion

of the loss negatively impacting the parameter updates for the other branch during

training.

• Since the two branches do not share weights, this architecture differs from the common

Siamese Network [Bro+93] seen in the literature.

• The two branches are similar, but not identical in structure; hence they are more of

“siblings” than “twins”; the weights for both sibling branches are randomly initialized

during training; the position sibling branch is trained with 2x the learning rate of the

orientation branch: 1.e− 3 and 5.e− 4, respectively.

We designed the position branch to have fewer convolutional and pooling layers, but more

fully connected layers to get a “global view” of the resulting feature maps in order to predict

the spatial location of the object. The orientation branch, on the other hand, has 2x the

number of convolutional and pooling layers, to allow it to learn features specific to the

orientation prediction task (e.g. the handle of the mug or pitcher, or the fat end of the

remote), and also to reduce the spatial granularity of the feature maps to make it more

scale and location invariant. Both sibling branches use multiple batch normalization [IS15]

and dropout [Sri+14] layers both to regularize the model and improve training and gradient

flow (the former being helped significantly by dropout, and the latter being dramatically

improved with batch normalization).

The position branch uses a final fully connected layer with linear activation to enable

it to predict both positive and negative position values. The design of the final three layers

of the orientation branch are critical: a bath normalization layer feeds into a fully connected

layer with a hyperbolic tangent (referred to as tanh henceforward) activation function, which

feeds into a final vector normalization layer. Each of these three last layers plays a critical

role. Tanh activation functions are exceptionally useful when you know your prediction

must be scaled to the [-1,1] interval by definition - which is the case when predicting unit

quaternions. However, the tanh activation function, much like the sigmoid activation, were

notoriously difficult to train before the advent of batch normalization, because their gradient

is very near zero almost everywhere along the function, with the exception of the narrow

relatively linear portion centered around 0 on the x-axis. As a result, networks utilizing

tanh or sigmoid activations used to require very careful, hand-crafted weight initialization
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Figure 3.2: Detailed visualization of the VGGSibs architecture that powers our Regressor
module.

to ensure the gradients didn’t “die”.

However, adding a batch normalization layer leading into the tanh (or sigmoid) layer,

solves this problem, as the batch normalization layer essentially automates this initialization

process by ensuring that the input to the tanh layer has zero mean and unit variance - at

least at the beginning of training.

Lastly, the vector normalization layer is critical since all ground truth orientation

quaternions have unit norm. Although the model could theoretically learn this on its own

without a normalization layer, this leads to undesirable error signals, since a prediction that

is exactly the correct orientation quaternion, except scaled by a factor of 3 (for instance),

gets penalized. We much prefer the network to focus its attention on predicting the correct

orientation quaternion, as opposed to the correct scale, since this is easily correctable by

the architecture – hence the need for the normalization layer.

A complete depiction of the VGGSibs architecture is provided in figure 3.2.
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Chapter 4

Experiments & Results

In this chapter we briefly describe our data collection procedure. We then list the experi-

ments we conducted to compare various instantiations of our framework. Details regarding

the training procedures used in our various modules during experiments follows. The chap-

ter ends with a listing of the results of our experiments.

4.1 Data Collection

Collecting ground truth 6DoF poses for object(s) of interest is an interesting research prob-

lem in and of itself. Some of the numerous challenges that arise are:

• Full 6DoF poses are always relative to some reference coordinate frame, thus they are

not easy to intuitively estimate - or even interpret at times.

• Given the above, high quality ground truth poses typically cannot be manually anno-

tated by hand, but must be collected by a system that has an internal mechanism for

computing poses - e.g. a robot that can compute the pose of it’s end effector relative

to some reference pose (e.g. its base-link) or a turntable system paired with an image

capture device that has been calibrated to that setting, thus enabling accurate pose

calculation.

• Either of the aforementioned data collection methods make it extremely difficult to

collect ground truth data for poses at widely varying distances from the camera (typi-

cally the “X-axis”, at least in many robotics settings). A robot’s end effector typically

has a range of several feet out from its torso at most, and when using a turn-table,

new calibration matrices would likely have to be computed if data were collected from

drastically different distances.
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• Assuming a collection method like the first mentioned above (an object of interest

in the gripper of a robot), ground truth poses can be easily collected relative to

the robot’s reference coordinate frame as long as all data is collected with the

robot using the exact same “grasp” of the object. For the terminology used in our

data collection procedure, we refer to this as a “single round” of data collection. For

instance, if the robot grasps a mug by the handle and we collect 100 images with

corresponding ground truth poses, that is one round of data. If the robot then sets

the mug down and re-grasps it now by the base of the mug - and we collect additional

data - this would be considered a second round of data collection.

Using the terminology outlined above, one of the key challenges of collecting ground truth

poses is that if more than one round of data is collected for a given object, the recorded

ground truth poses are no longer accurate for the object of interest. The pose of the robot’s

end-effector is the exact same from the robot’s perspective regardless of where it grasps

the object. However, we are not really interested in the pose of the robot’s end-effector

- we are just using this as a proxy for the pose of the object (say mug, for the sake of

demonstration). The pose of the end effector our only known data source of pose though,

so we must compute the pose of the mug in terms of the pose of the end-effector. Again,

if a single round of data is collected, this is trivial. However, if we only collected a single

round of data (no matter how large), the part of the mug grasped by the end effector would

always be occluded, thus our Regressor model would suffer in generalization performance

since it would have never seen the handle of the mug during training.

This necessitates the ability to collect multiple rounds of data in a coherent manner,

where we maintain object-pose consistency across multiple rounds of data collection. If

data is collected naively, it is not consistent. We can correct for this, however, by collecting

the pose data relative to an origin pose for the object - rather than relative to the origin

pose of the robot (e.g. it’s base-link as is typical).

To accomplish this, we establish a known reference position at an exact distance

(X,Y) and height (Z) relative to the robot as the origin position for the object of interest.

In our data collection procedure we placed a small table exactly 26 inches away from the

robot, square to its base-frame, and marked an origin position on the table. Once an origin

position has been established, we must also decide on a reference orientation to act as the

identity orientation for the object of interest. To achieve this, we simply decide on an

orientation for each object that we want to be it’s “identity orientation” (i.e. an orientation

of [0,0,0,1] when represented as a quaternion). In our data collection process, we typically

chose this to be the object of interest placed upside down on the table at the origin position

with most graspable feature (e.g. handle of mug for pitcher) facing toward to robot. The
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primary motivation for this was to make it easier to manipulate the robot’s end-effector to

a variety of graspable locations on the object, while placed on the table (e.g. handle and

base for the mug).

The combination of the object’s origin position and identity orientation yields

the origin pose for the object. Once this is established, multiple rounds of coherent data

collection with different grasps becomes manageable, by recording the pose of the robot’s

end-effector for each new initial grasp on the object while the object is in it’s origin

pose - we refer to this pose as the round-origin difference pose. Intuitively, this captures

the difference between the robot end effector’s pose at the initial grasp point and the origin

pose (i.e [0,0,0,0,0,0,1]) since the round-origin difference pose multiplied by its inverse

would yield the true origin pose, by the definition of a quaternion inverse. Thus the accuracy

of the ground truth data is critically dependent on the robot’s ability to grasp the object

while it is in its exact origin pose - we used our robot’s gravity mode to accomplish this,

although there are undoubtedly numerous ways it can be done.

With the round-origin difference pose recorded for each round of data collection,

the raw ground truth poses collected across multiple rounds for a given object can be

transformed into a coordinate system relative to the object’s origin by multiplying every raw

pose in a given round by the inverse of the round-origin difference pose for that round

(note this refers to quaternion multiplication, not element-wise vector multiplication). This

unifies all of the data collected across multiple rounds for a given object into one cohesive

reference coordinate frame that is centered at the object’s origin pose (which is a known

offset from the robot’s origin pose since this difference is collected inherently in the raw

pose data).

With this in mind, our data collection process for each object can be described as

follows:

1. We collected three different rounds of data for three different objects: a red mug,

a blue pitcher, and a black TV remote (with white buttons). Figure 4.1 shows the

general environment of PeARL (Personal Autonomous Robotics Lab) [Nie], which is

the lab where this data was collected and the research conducted.

2. Each round of data collection had the robot grasping from a different part of the

object.

3. Before the first round for each object, we establish the origin pose for that object. This

origin pose remains the same for each object throughout the data collection process.

4. At the start of each round, the object must start in exactly its origin pose (or as close
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as possible, within human error). We then used gravity mode on our robot to get its

gripper to grasp the object in the desired spot on the object while keeping the object

in its origin pose. Figure 4.2 the mug and pitcher in its origin pose (after the table

- which is what we used as our reference point for ensuring that the origin pose for

each object remained consistent - was removed) during the data collection process.

5. Once the robot had firmly grasped the object in its origin pose at the start of each

round, we recorded the pose of the robot’s end-effector as the round-origin differ-

ence pose for that round of data.

6. We then triggered the actual data collection process using an automated script that

instructed the robot to move its end-effector (and thus the object of interest) to a

sequence of 27 different X,Y,Z positions spaced evenly in a conical grid that was both

within the robot end-effector’s reach and also within the robot camera’s field of view.

See figure 4.3 for visuals of the conical grid.

7. At each of the 27 positions on the conical grid, we recorded data for 9 different

rotations at that position, totaling 243 possible data points per round. For each of

the 9 rotations (at each position) the data recorded included:

• A 540x960 RGB jpeg image.

• The corresponding 6DoF pose (in 7D representation) of the robot’s end-effector.

8. Most rounds yielded 216 or 217 actual data points since certain rotations at particular

positions on the conical grid were not reachable due to the kinematics of the robot.

We experimented with several grid configurations and found this to be the one that

yielded the best combination of high quality data along with the fewest kinematic

failures.

9. Each round of data collection took approximately 12-15 minutes of actual runtime on

the robot (not including setup, debugging, and other robot-specific issues that arose).

10. The first two rounds were collected facing the wall of our lab.

11. For the third rounds we turned 180 degrees to face into the room.

12. The first two rounds facing the wall formed our train , validation , and test data

sets for each object. To form these splits, we randomly selected 75% of the data to be

designated as train , 10% as validation , and 15% as test for both rounds one and

two.
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Figure 4.1: General environment of PeARL (Personal Autonomous Robotics Lab) [Nie],
which is the lab where this data was collected and the research conducted.

13. All of the round three data (facing away from the wall into the main room of our lab)

was withheld as our test2 data set. This is what we refer to throughout the paper

as our “in the wild” data set, since it is considerably different than the round one

and two data on which the framework was trained.

We have several ideas for how to improve our data collection process to make it both

more time-efficient and also to allow the collection of sequential data to enable us to add a

temporal aspect to our framework.

Much credit - and many thanks - must be given to Srinjoy Majumdar for his amaz-

ing efforts in helping design, engineer, and execute our data collection process [32]. His

contributions were critical to enabling this research [33].

4.2 Experiments

We ran 28 final round experiments, each using a different instantiation of our framework.

The objective behind this was to be able to compare the impact that different parts of the

framework had on the results. Each instantiation differed in at least one of the following

settings:
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Figure 4.2: Origin Poses for mug and pitcher
Left: The origin pose for the mug during our data collection process. This image was
taken after the table - which is what we used as our reference point for ensuring that the
origin pose for each object remained consistent - was removed from the scene.
Right: The origin pose for the pitcher (same details as for mug).
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Figure 4.3: Simulated visualizations (in rViz) of the conical grid used during our data
collection process.
Left: Side view.
Right: Front view (of same conical grid)
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• Use of Segmentation:

Half of our experiments were performed using the full instantiation of our framework

- i.e. all three modules. The other half were conducted without segmentation - i.e.

using only the Regressor module. The objective here was to be able to quantitatively

assess the value that segmentation adds to the framework. In our result tables we

refer to the full instantiations as Segmented and the Regressor-only instantiations

as Baseline .

• Regressor Loss Function:

Half of our experiments were performed using the MSE+MSE loss function for training

VGGSibs in the Regressor module, while the other half used the MSE+QuatDif loss

function.

• Single-class (SOL) vs Multi-class (MOL):

Each instantiation used either a multi-class setting (i.e. multi-object library - MOL)

or a binary class setting (i.e. single-object library - SOL). The key difference is that

instantiations falling under the MOL setting trained the GAP-HiRes classifier in their

Labeler module as a multi-class (single-label) classifier using softmax cross-entropy

loss among four classes: mug, pitcher, remote, and noclass. Under the MOL setting,

DeepLab was also trained on all four classes as a multi-class segmenter. Instantia-

tions under the SOL setting trained GAP-HiRes as a binary classifier, using softmax

cross-entropy loss among only two classes: object of interest (either mug, pitcher,

or remote), and noclass. Under the SOL setting, DeepLab was trained as a binary

segmenter (object of interest vs background). Note: all SOL instantiations have Re-

gressors trained to predict the pose of only one object - namely, the same object that

the classifier had been trained on. MOL instantiations, however, could have their

Regressors trained to predict the pose of any of the classes (excluding the noclass),

or trained to predict the pose of only one of the objects of interest. The former is

denoted as all in our result tables. See section 4.4 for quantitative results.

• Object of Interest:

Under the SOL setting, each instantiation was for one of the three objects of interest:

mug, pitcher, or remote. Under the MOL setting, each instantiation was for one of

four options: mug, pitcher, remote, or all. In both the MOL-<object> setting

and the MOL-all setting, the Labeler and Segmenter (if applicable depending on

the use of segmentation setting) were trained under a multi-class paradigm. The key

difference between them is that in MOL-<object> the Regressor was trained only on

<object> whereas in MOL-all the Regressor was trained on all three objects. Half
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of our experiments were performed using as the MSE+MSE loss function for training

VGGSibs in the Regressor module, while the other half used the MSE+QuatDif loss

function.

Taking all combinations of the above settings yields 28 different instantiations (thus exper-

iments) in total:

1. Baseline / MSE+MSE / MOL / mug

2. Baseline / MSE+MSE / MOL / pitcher

3. Baseline / MSE+MSE / MOL / remote

4. Baseline / MSE+MSE / MOL / all

5. Baseline / MSE+MSE / SOL / mug

6. Baseline / MSE+MSE / SOL / pitcher

7. Baseline / MSE+MSE / SOL / remote

8. Baseline / MSE+QuatDif / MOL / mug

9. Baseline / MSE+QuatDif / MOL / pitcher

10. Baseline / MSE+QuatDif / MOL / remote

11. Baseline / MSE+QuatDif / MOL / all

12. Baseline / MSE+QuatDif / SOL / mug

13. Baseline / MSE+QuatDif / SOL / pitcher

14. Baseline / MSE+QuatDif / SOL / remote

15. Segmented / MSE+MSE / MOL / mug

16. Segmented / MSE+MSE / MOL / pitcher

17. Segmented / MSE+MSE / MOL / remote

18. Segmented / MSE+MSE / MOL / all

19. Segmented / MSE+MSE / SOL / mug

20. Segmented / MSE+MSE / SOL / pitcher
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21. Segmented / MSE+MSE / SOL / remote

22. Segmented / MSE+QuatDif / MOL / mug

23. Segmented / MSE+QuatDif / MOL / pitcher

24. Segmented / MSE+QuatDif / MOL / remote

25. Segmented / MSE+QuatDif / MOL / all

26. Segmented / MSE+QuatDif / SOL / mug

27. Segmented / MSE+QuatDif / SOL / pitcher

28. Segmented / MSE+QuatDif / SOL / remote

4.3 Training Procedures

4.3.1 Training the Labeler

This section describes the training procedure for the GAP-HiRes classifier model in our

Labeler module. In all experiments the conv1 1 through conv5 3 weights were initialized

with pretrained weights from VGG16 [SZ14] trained on the image classification task on

ImageNet [Rus+14]. All remaining layers in the network were randomly initialized during

training.

We used stochastic gradient descent with Nesterov Momentum [Nes83] as our op-

timizer, with a base learning rate of 5.e − 5 for all non-frozen layers that are randomly

initialized. The learning rate is exponentially decayed as a function of the iteration number

as training progresses. A weight decay of 1.e− 4 is added to the loss function to discourage

overfitting.

In all experiments, the GAP-HiRes models are trained for 3,000-5,000 iterations

using a batch size of 32. Data augmentation was performed on training images in the form

of: random scaling, random padding and cropping, and random mirroring. All input images

and ground truth segmentation masks were downscaled to 240x427 with RGB channels. An

average mean pixel for each channel was subtracted as a pre-processing step and then added

back on in post-processing.

4.3.2 Training the Segmenter

This section describes the training procedure for the DeepLab-ResNet-101 semantic segmen-

tation model in our Segmenter module. In all experiments the modified “fc<...>” layers
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were randomly initialized during training, whereas all previous layers were initialized to a

fully pretrained DeepLab model [Vla17] that has been trained to convergence on PASCAL

VOC [Eve+10]. During training we also fine-tuned the following layers:

• res5cbranch2a

• res5cbranch2b

• res5cbranch2c

• res5bbranch2a

• res5bbranch2b

• res5bbranch2c

• res5abranch2a

• res5abranch2b

• res5abranch2c

We used stochastic gradient descent using the Adam [KB14] optimizer, with a learning

rate of 1.e − 3 for all layers that were randomly initialized and 1.e − 4 for all layers being

fine-tuned.

In all experiments, the DeepLab models were trained for 15,000 iterations using

a batch size of 8 (we would have preferred to use larger batch size but were limited by

memory available on GPU). Due to the small batch size and very small size of our data set,

running means and variances for batchnorm [IS15] layers were not updated during training

in an effort to prevent overfitting. Data augmentation was performed on training images

in the form of: random scaling, random padding and cropping, and random mirroring. All

input images and ground truth segmentation masks were downscaled to 240x427 with RGB

channels. An average mean pixel for each channel was subtracted as a pre-processing step

and then added back on in post-processing.

4.3.3 Training the Regressor

This section describes the training procedure for the VGGSibs pose regression model in our

Regressor module. In all experiments the conv1 1 through conv3 3 weights were initialized

with pretrained weights from VGG16 [SZ14] trained on the image classification task on

ImageNet [Rus+14]. All remaining layers in the network (in both sibling branches) were

randomly initialized during training.
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We used stochastic gradient descent using the Adam [KB14] optimizer, with a learn-

ing rate of 5.e − 4 for all randomly initialized layers within the orientation sibling of the

architecture. All randomly initialized layers within the position sibling were trained with

2x the learning rate (1.e − 3). The learning rate is held constant throughout training, re-

lying on the Adam optimizer to perform per parameter updates as appropriate as training

progresses. Several dropout [Sri+14] layers are used throughout the architecture (in both

sibling branches), with the probability of keeping a given neuron active during training set

to 0.75. Several batch normalization layers are used within each sibling branch as well. No

weight decay is used given the use of both dropout and batch normalization.

In all experiments, the VGGSibs models are trained for 15,000 iterations using a

batch size of 32. Data augmentation was performed on training images in the form of:

random-brightness, random-contrast, random-hue, and random-saturation. During train-

ing, input images were duplicated (after the color distortions were applied). The first copy

was passed through the unified VGG base as-is and then fed into the position sibling branch.

The second copy first had additional data augmentation performed in the form of random

scaling and random padding and cropping, and was then passed through the unified VGG

base, then fed into the orientation sibling branch. In this sense, the unified VGG base was

somewhat “Siamese” in nature during training. At inference time, an input image is passed

just once through the VGG base and then duplicated and fed into the two sibling branches.

The reason for the different behavior during training, is that we wanted to perform as much

data augmentation as possible to maximize the utility of our small data set. The prediction

of both position and orientation should be invariant to minor color-based changes in the

image - hence color-based data augmentation was applied uniformly to all training images.

The prediction of orientation should also be scale and translation invariant, however the

prediction of 3D position is clearly not invariant to either. Hence we wanted to apply ran-

dom scaling and padding-cropping only to the portion of the model seen by the orientation

branch. To accomplish this, however, we had to duplicate the input data to be able to

apply the spatial transformations to one copy but not the other, and then separately pass

them through the VGG base. We considered performing the spatial augmentations on the

feature maps emitted by conv3 3 (thus requiring only a single pass through unified VGG

base at train time), but were unsure if this would have the desired effect, thus we performed

the duplication and additional data augmentation first, then performed two separate passes

through VGG base during training. All input images were downscaled to 240x427 with

RGB channels. An average mean pixel for each channel was subtracted as a pre-processing

step and then added back on in post-processing.

All models trained using the MSE+QuatDif loss function were trained using the
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standard relative ground truth pose labels. All models trained using the MSE+MSE loss

function, however, were trained on a canonicalized version of the data set, however, in which

all relative ground truth poses were converted to a canonical form, ensuring their axes of

rotation all pointed into the same hemisphere.

The reason for this is that the loss between a ground truth orientation, q and its

negation (in which each element of the vector is negated), q̂ = −q, is 0 based on the formu-

lation of the MSE+QuatDif loss function. The loss between q and q̂ under the MSE+MSE

loss function is huge, however, thus it would have been an unfair comparison to use the

MSE+MSE loss function on the non-canonicalized version of the data set. Interestingly, a

beneficial side effect of this is that models trained with the MSE+MSE loss function should

theoretically learn to always predict a pose in its canonical form. We have yet to evaluate

whether or not that held true based on the empirical results.

4.4 Results

This section displays the quantitative results of our 28 experiments. Figure 4.4 shows

the comprehensive results all together. For the sake of easier viewing and analysis of the

different settings, we also display subsets of the results in separate figures:

• Results for the Baseline setting: figure 4.5

• Results for the Segmented setting: figure 4.6

• Results for the experiments using MSE+MSE loss function: figure 4.7

• Results for the experiments using MSE+QuatDif loss function: figure 4.8

• Results for all experiments, only displaying the test2 evaluation numbers: figure 4.9

In all results figures, bold green numbers indicate the best result within a given column

(i.e. the lowest error). bold red indicates the worst result within a given column. Blue

numbers indicate averages across various subsets of the results.

Each individual result is the arithmetic mean error (for position or orientation)

across the entire specified data set (either train, validation, test, or test2 as indicated by

the column headers).

Analysis of these results is provided in chapter 5, section 5.1.
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Figure 4.4: Mean Results for all 28 experiments.
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Figure 4.5: Mean Results for the 14 Baseline experiments.
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Figure 4.6: Mean Results for the 14 Segmented experiments.
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Figure 4.7: Mean Results for the 14 experiments using MSE+MSE loss function.
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Figure 4.8: Mean Results for the 14 experiments using MSE+QuatDif loss function.
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Figure 4.9: Mean Results evaluated on test2 data set for all 28 experiments.
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Chapter 5

Discussion & Future Work

In this chapter we first provide insights based on analysis of the results. With this in mind,

we then return to our hypotheses to evaluate the extent to which they held true. We then

consider a range of possible improvements to our framework for future work. The chapter

ends with final concluding thoughts on this body of work.

5.1 Analysis of Results

Analyzing the results of our 28 experiments yields numerous valuable insights:

• MSE+QuatDif loss function is superior.

• MOL generally outperforms SOL within Baseline setting.

• SOL massively outperforms MOL within Segmented setting when using MSE+MSE.

• MOL outperforms SOL within Segmented setting when using MSE+QuatDif, but

only for train, validation, and test data.

• SOL outperforms MOL within Segmented setting when using MSE+QuatDif, on

the “in the wild” data (test2 data set).

• Remote was easiest to track, then pitcher, then mug.

• Segmentation hurts performance on train, validation, and test data.

• Segmentation improves performance significantly on test2 data.

• Performance on train data set is very good, as expected.
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• Generalization performance on test data set is very good.

• Generalization performance on test2 data set is poor.

• Segmentation improves generalization performance when the runtime environment

is significantly different than the training environment (i.e. test2), but hurts gen-

eralization performance if the runtime environment is very similar to the training

environment (i.e. test).

• Both the Segmenter and the Regressor were overfit on our very small data sets,

but the Regressor overfit more severely, particularly in the Baseline setting.

These insights beg a deeper discussion around four topics:

1. Loss Function Comparison

2. MOL vs SOL

3. Object Comparison

4. Does Segmentation Help?

Of brief discussion of each follows in the subsequent subsections.

5.1.1 Loss Function Comparison

The results clearly indicate that the MSE+QuatDif loss function outperforms the MSE+MSE

loss function, almost universally across all experiments. As discussed in section 3.5.2 this

makes sense since the QuatDif loss function provides a much more intuitive error signal

for orientation prediction than MSE loss does. This is particularly evident in the re-

sult tables when one considers the relatively strong performance on orientation prediction

for MSE+QuatDif instantiations in stark contrast to the often very poor performance of

MSE+MSE instantiations.

Although the results speak on their own for the merit of the MSE+QuatDif loss

function, for full transparency we do feel it necessary to mention the following disclaimer

for the sake of full transparency: the calculation of the error in our results tables also

uses the QuatDif error formulation for calculating the error in the predicted orientations.

Although this does admittedly bias the results in favor of the QuatDif loss function, this

is clearly a mathematically superior indicator of error than if we’d reported results based

on a Euclidean distance metric for the quaternion error. An alternative that in hindsight

might have made for a less biased analysis, would have been to convert both the predicted
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and ground truth poses to yaw, pitch, roll representation and then report error results (not

during training but just for evaluation on trained models) as the sum of the errors of the

predicted and ground truth yaw, pitch, and roll angles, respectively. Nonetheless, we feel

that our work still demonstrates the merit of using the QuatDif loss function for optimizing

the orientation portion of 6DoF poses in their 7D representations, and we feel that this is

one of our key findings and contributions.

5.1.2 MOL vs SOL

The results of the MOL vs SOL instantiations is not as clear cut as some of the other

comparisons. Based on the results, it appears that in Baseline instantiations, the MOL

setting generally outperforms the SOL setting - although not always. Generally speaking,

this makes sense since in the Baseline setting the Regressor model (VGGSibs) sees the entire

image as input - thus in the MOL setting it cannot overfit as much due to the slightly larger

and more varied data set, and thus performs better, particularly on test and test2 data

(and even more so for prediction of orientation).

In the Segmented instantiations, the SOL setting massively outperforms MOL when

using the MSE+MSE loss - and particularly for orientation. Yet when using the MSE+QuatDif

loss, the MOL setting is consistently better than SOL for train, validation, and test data

sets, but worse on the test2 data set. It is not exactly clear why this is the case, but one

possible cause is that the SOL segmenters were able to generalize better to the test2 data,

thus provided higher quality segmented images to feed the Regressor in the SOL setting

than in the MOL setting. This would explain why MOL outperformed SOL on train, vali-

dation, and test, but not on test2, although it does not necessarily explain the performance

differences under the MSE+MSE setting.

One key takeaway supported by both SOL and MOL settings is that the Segmenter

module appears to have been significantly overfit, leading far worse performance on the

test2 data set than the train, validation, and test data sets, within the Segmented setting.

5.1.3 Object Comparison

The results clearly indicate that the remote was the easiest object to track - by a significant

margin - the pitcher next easiest, and the mug the hardest. This performance ordering is

particularly apparent with regard to orientation prediction. Intuitively, this makes sense

since the remote and pitcher have more elongated shapes (versus the cylindrical-cuboid

shape of the mug) which provides an easily recognizable indicator of at least a portion of

the orientation.
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It was surprising, however, that the mug did not perform better on position predic-

tion, particularly when being evaluated on the test2 data set. The mug did achieve the top

performance on position prediction for test2 data set under the Segmented / MSE+QuatDif

/ MOL setting, but by a narrow margin - and it performed worse under the MSE+MSE

setting and worse under the SOL setting for both MSE+QuatDif and MSE+MSE. This is

counter-intuitive given the easily identifiable, all-red nature of the mug. Both the qualitative

results of the Segmenter (see appendix B) and intuition would suggest that segmentation

of the mug should have been the most generalizable to the test2 setting, thus yielding

much better position prediction performance on the test2 data compared to the pitcher and

remote. It is unclear as to why this was not the case.

5.1.4 Does Segmentation Help?

Based on the results it is clear that Segmentation does help generalization perfor-

mance. This claim is based on the fact that Segmented instantiations of our framework

outperformed their Baseline counterpart on the test2 “in the wild” data on 82.1% of all

metrics (see figure 4.9 in section 4.4). In this comparison, 23 of the 28 position and orien-

tation metrics had lower error under the Segmented setting: 14/14 for position prediction

and 9/14 for orientation prediction. This clearly demonstrates the value of segmentation

for improving generalization performance on “in the wild” data.

The results also indicate that segmentation actually hurts performance when eval-

uating on the train, validation, and test data sets. Although one might expect that seg-

mentation would help even for validation and test data sets, this result is not surprising

when one considers that the train, validation, and test sets are all from the same data col-

lection rounds - meaning that they are all from a very similar environment with the same

background. Although the validation and test sets were split from the round 1 and round

2 data and thus were not trained on, their distribution is similar enough to that of the

training data that the models were able to generalize to these withheld data sets very easily

- easily enough, in fact, that generalization performance was better on validation and test

sets using the Baseline setting than the Segmentation setting.

However, we argue that the framework’s performance on the test2 data set is a

better indicator of its true generalization performance, since the test2 data was collected

in a significantly different environment than the training data (see section 4.1 for details).

Based on this, we confidently claim that our hypothesis regarding the value of including

segmentation as part of the object-tracking pipeline holds true. That said, we also recognize

that the test2 numbers could use significant improvement (even under the Segmentation

setting), thus there remains much future work to be done to improve our framework’s
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generalization performance overall.

5.2 Evaluation of Hypotheses

Based on the results of our experiments and the ensuing discussion, we now return to our

original hypotheses to evaluate their merit:

1. Hypothesis: Yes, we believe that the object-background association problem

will arise in models trained directly using raw images as input (i.e. without segmenting

input images first).

Evaluation: Correct.

2. Hypothesis: We believe the problem will be worse in a jointly trained MOT system

since the model will learn to associate different nuances in the background with each

class of objects - unless the data for all objects is collected in nearly identical envi-

ronments - thus hindering the model’s ability to regress the pose of different object

classes in unseen environments with new background settings.

Evaluation: Inconclusive. Our hypothesis was generally correct for the Baseline /

MSE+MSE setting, but incorrect for the Baseline / MSE+QuatDif setting.

3. Hypothesis: Yes, we believe that first segmenting the training data using a learned

weakly supervised segmentation model, will improve the framework’s generalization

performance and thus its ability to perform well on new, “in the wild” data.

Evaluation: Correct, as per the discussion in 5.1.4.

4. Hypothesis: Yes, we believe that a quaternion loss function can improve performance

on the orientation portion of the pose prediction task, when compared to a traditional

MSE loss function.

Evaluation: Correct, subject to the disclaimer explained in section 5.1.1

5.3 Future Work

The possibilities for future work to improve this framework are vast and could form the

content of an entire paper in their own right. Thus we limit our discussion here to the

several most pressing and promising directions for future work.
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5.3.1 Improvements to Data Collection Process

Although our current data collection process was very well designed by [Maj17] and has

many positive attributes, we believe that a few simple modifications could make it more

efficient while also adding a temporal consistency to the data, thus enabling us to add a

temporal aspect into the design of our framework. Namely, instead of collecting data by

programmatically commanding the robot to move its end-effector to one of the target poses

on our data collection grid (see figure 4.3) and then snapping an RGB image along with

corresponding pose, we propose to use a slightly smaller grid with perhaps fewer positions

(not necessarily fewer poses) and collect data continuously as the robot executes the motions

(and possibly once it’s arrived at target pose). We suggest this be implemented by recording

an RGB image and corresponding pose data at a rate of 15-30 Hz throughout an entire

round of data collection. Not only will this allow us to collect much more data in much less

time (thus maximizing the value of our self-allotted 10 minutes of robot-object interaction

time), but will also give temporal coherence to the data, as data can be captured at a high

enough frame-rate. This will allow us to experiment with many interesting temporally-based

improvements to our framework.

Given the time-efficiency improvement this will enable (reducing the collection time

for a single round by a factor of 2-4 by our estimates), we also propose collecting more

rounds of training data for each object. Critically, we also plan to use rounds collected in

a variety of settings (e.g. with different backgrounds at a minimum) for our future training

data. This could be accomplished, for instance, by collecting a round of data, rotating the

robot 45 degrees clockwise, collecting another round, rotating the robot, ... , and continuing

this process for a full circle of data collection. We believe this would be well worth while and

would improve the generalization performance of our framework dramatically (both with

and without the use of segmentation), even if we had to collect less data for each round to

stay within the 10 robot-object time limit.

5.3.2 Improvements to Labeler

We propose to still use the same general approximate segmentation algorithm outlined in

algorithm 3.3.4, but instead of constructing the CAMs from the same downsized image

that the network was trained on (i.e. 240x427 in our experiments), we propose obtaining

the CAMs by running the full resolution images (540x960 in our experiments) through the

Labeler’s classifier model. Since GAP-HiRes is fully convolutional it will accept input of

any size. We postulate that the CAMs extracted from a larger input will have a much more

accurately defined shape to their “spotlights” around the object of interest in the input
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image. As you can see in the qualitative examples in appendix A, the CAMs extracted

using the downsized 240x427 images that the network was trained on provide a spotlight

that localizes the object well, but is significantly lacking in definition - most CAM spotlights

are circular or elliptical shapes. Although this would be computationally very expensive,

increasing the Labeler’s inference time from 2 seconds to potentially as much as 5-10

seconds per image (even on a GPU), computation time in the Labeler module is of minimal

concern since it is only used to collect approximate ground truth segmentation masks that

the Segmenter can then use for training. In light of this, we feel that this is a very promising

way to increase the accuracy of the Approximate Labeler - and thus the Segmenter - and

definitely something that should be considered for future work.

5.3.3 Improvements to Segmenter

We have several improvements in mind for the Segmenter module:

• Lighter-weight, thus faster: we suggest using a shallower architecture such as

ResNet-34, as base model in DeepLab (instead of ResNet-101) could accomplish this.

• More varied training data: Ideally our improved data collection process (see sec-

tion 5.3.1) will enable this. We believe it is critical that the segmenter see a more

varied set of data with differing backgrounds during training, to enable the model to

generalize much better to new unseen environments.

5.3.4 Improvements to Regressor

The primary improvement that we hope to make for our Regressor module, is to add a

temporal aspect to the VGGSibs architecture. This could take the form of dual (or even

triple, quadruple) inputs from previous time-steps fed into a “Siamese-afied” version of our

VGG base. Alternatively, it could take the form of restructuring our Regressor as an LSTM

[HS97] wrapped around a modified version of VGGSibs.

5.3.5 What’s Next? Most Promising Directions...

One of the primary takeaways from our experiments was: the segmenter performs poorly

on the “in the wild data” but not as poorly as the Regressor when trained on unsegmented

images. This indicates that both were overfit, but the Regressor was overfit to a greater

extent. With regard to our framework as a whole, this motivates four possible routes for

future work:
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1. Improve Segmenter with more/varied data: Train a much more robust seg-

menter on a larger and more varied data set.

Upsides:

• Improved Generalization Performance: This would assuredly improve per-

formance on test2 set.

Downsides:

• Speed: the segmenter is still incredibly slow compared to the Regressor (even

with improvements, overall system speed would be limited to 5 Hz max).

2. Remove Segmenter; Improve Regressor with more/varied data: Remove the

Labeler and Segmenter modules from our framework and simply train the Regressor

on raw images, using a larger data set with varied backgrounds (e.g. by way of our

proposed improvements to our data collection process).

Upsides:

• Performance speed: system would be much faster - up to 30+ Hz for single object

tracker on GPU if system only relied on Regressor.

• Training speed: fewer parts to the framework, thus less models to train. This

could make time from robot-object interaction to system deployment as short as

several hours compared to nearly a full day under the current (full) framework.

• Simpler: a simpler framework with fewer components and less complexity leaves

less room for error and is easier to maintain.

Downsides: The major downside, however, is that this does nothing to architec-

turally solve the object-background association problem. This future version of our

system would have to rely on the additional (and more varied) training data as the

primary mechanism for breaking the object-background association. It is unclear as

to whether or not this would work.

3. Segment and “Paste”: Convert the Segmenter to a train-time only portion of

the framework, and let it overfit the data set (as was done in this work)1. Then

generate a very large amount of synthetic training data for the Regressor, by “pasting”

the segmented object onto random background images (e.g. from PASCAL VOC

or ImageNet). The Regressor could then be trained on this (potentially very large)

1Alternatively, the Segmenter module could be removed entirely and the segmented images could be
obtained directly from the Labeler module.
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collection of synthetically generated images. The number of synthetic images could be

as many as nbrandombgimages ∗ nbsegmentedobjectimages since each segmentation

could be paired with each random background image to form a different training

image. This could be done very efficiently at train with random background image

selection so that the synthetic data set never needs to be fully instantiated or saved

to disk (outside of the set of random background images).

Upsides:

• Solves object-background association problem: This would allow us to

train a ”background-invariant” Regressor model that essentially learns to ignore

anything but the object(s) being trained on since the background are always

varying and have absolutely no association with the pose (or even object class in

an MOL setting).

• Speed: Although a single pass of segmentation (very slow) would have to be

done over all training data before training the Regressor, at runtime segmentation

would not be required, enabling 30 Hz speed.

Downsides:

• Synthetic Images are Unnatural: The synthetic images would be inherently

unnatural to a certain extent, and it is unclear as to how well the model would

perform on fully natural images after having been trained on the synthetically

generated images. One solution could be to make a small fraction of every

training batch consist of the naturally collected images in the data set (i.e.pre-

segmentation images).

4. Modular MOT Extension: A highly modular, truly MOT system, created by

extending but simplifying our current framework. Create a separate “plugin model”

for each object in the “system library” that trains its own object-specific instantiation

of VGGSibs, assuming a simplified version of our framework (i.e. Regressor-only),

as suggested in idea two above. The VGGSibs models for each object in the system

library would share feature extraction layers through conv3 3 of pretrained VGG (just

as in our current VGGSibs model). However, each object would then have its own set

of sibling branches, one to predict position and one to predict orientation, trained on

that object specifically. Upsides:

• Easy, Independent Data Collection: Data for each object could be collected

individually (in any setting) using the improved data collection method described
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in section 5.3.1 without any worry of having the setting at each rotation be the

same for different objects in the library, since the regression model for each object

is trained independently.

• Modularity: Having separate VGGSibs-based ’branches’ for each object in the

system library, means that each branch could be trained independently and

“plugged into” the overall system in a very modular fashion. This is possible

since the only shared weights across object-specific Regressor models would be

the pretrained weights for feature extraction up through conv3 3 of VGG. Fur-

thermore, as more data is collected for a given object, that object’s Regression

model could be retrained without impacting the state of the rest of the system.

• Speed: Sharing the layers up through conv3 3 would increase speed perfor-

mance. Additionally, a lightweight multi-class-multi-label classification layer

could be added as its own branch after the conv3 3 output. This could act

as the “Master Control Classifier” that learns to predict which objects are in the

image - i.e. by using nbobjects binary softmax layers that predict present or

not present for each possible object class. Thus at runtime only the branches

whose classes were deemed present by the Master Control Classifier would be

required to run inference for pose prediction of their particular object. This

would allow the speed performance of the overall MOT system to be linear with

respect to the number of objects present in the image, not the total number of

possible objects in the system library.

Downsides: Similar as in idea 2 above, the major downside is that this does nothing

to architecturally solve the object-background association problem, relying on the

additional (and more varied) training data as the primary mechanism for breaking the

object-background association. If idea 3 above (“Segment and Paste”), then it could

potentially be incorporated in this modular MOT design to help create background-

invariance.

5.4 Conclusion

In this work we addressed the challenging task of 6DoF object-pose tracking, by applying a

deep-learning based solution to the problem. We proposed and implemented a novel deep

learning framework for 6DoF, model-free, real-time, single-object tracking. We conducted

28 experiments, each instantiating a different variant of our framework. We reported on

the result of our experiments, and through analysis of the results, explored the merit of
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including weakly supervised semantic segmentation as part of the object tracking pipeline.

Based on the experimental results, we conclude that adding weakly supervised segmentation

to the pipeline does, indeed, improve generalization ability, albeit much work remains to

improve the overall generalization performance of the framework.

Through our experiments we also explored the utility of using a quaternion difference

loss function for predicting the orientation portion of a pose, compared to a traditional MSE

loss function. Our results empirically demonstrate the benefits of using the quaternion

difference loss function for this regression task.

We also proposed and implemented VGGSibs, a novel regression model architecture

for use in the 6DoF object pose prediction task, showing very promising results.

To the best of our knowledge, we are also the first to demonstrate that deep learning

can be used to perform model-free 6DoF object tracking using natural RGB-only data2 34.

Finally, we provide a detailed analysis of our results, and discuss the merits and limitations

of our framework as well as several promising avenues of future work.

2natural data: meaning not synthetically generated
3RGB-only: meaning no depth channel
4[GL17] uses deep learning in a similar way for the pose prediction task, but they require a model of

the object for the creation of synthetic data - hence they are not model-free; they also make use the depth
channel
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Appendix A

Qualitative Results from Labeler

This appendix shows the qualitative results of our Approximate Labeler module. A selected

high quality, low quality, and randomly selected example are displayed for each object (mug,

pitcher, remote) under both the MOL and SOL settings. Within each figure, 12 different

components of our approximate segmentation algorithm 3.3.4 are displayed. Going row by

row, the 12 components corresond to:

row1 : Imageoriginal Maskfinal Imagemasked

row2 : CAMraw CAMthreshed ImageCAM

row3 : CSM∗ foregroundmodel Imagefg

row4 : ImagefgLargestCC backgroundmodel Imagebg

The components above described in more detail:

1. Imageoriginal: The original raw RGB image.

2. Maskfinal: The final approximate segmenatation mask output by the algorithm.

3. Imagemasked: The original image with the final mask applied to it. This is ultimately

what the Segmenter module sees as its training data under the Segmented setting.

4. CAMraw: The raw (i.e. not thresholded) Class Activation Map (CAM) of the highest

scoring class for a given image.

5. CAMthreshed: CAMraw after being thresholded at a level of 0.35 (i.e. all values

< 0.35 get set to 0).

6. ImageCAM: The segmented image resulting from using the CAMthreshed as a naive

segmentation mask.
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7. CSM∗: The final Class Saliency Map (CSM) after having all the manipulations de-

scribed in our approximate segmentation algorithm 3.3.4 performed.

8. foregroundmodel: The final model of the foreground that is passed to the graph cut

algorithm. E.g. This represents the areas in the image that we are highly confident

belong to our object of interest.

9. Imagefg: The segmented image resulting from using the foregroundmodel as a naive

segmentation mask. Note, when the graph cut algorithm fails to return a large enough

mask (e.g. when it is unreasonably small), we use our foreground model as the final

segmentation mask, thus this would be the final segmented image that gets used for

the Segmenter’s training data.

10. ImagefgLargestCC: The segmented image resulting from just using the largest con-

nected component in the foregroundmodel as a naive segmentation mask.

11. backgroundmodelv: The final model of the background that is passed to the graph

cut algorithm. E.g. This represents the areas in the image that we are highly confident

do not belong to our object of interest.

12. Imagebg: The segmented (background) image resulting from using the backgroundmodel

as a naive segmentation mask.
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Figure A.1: Selected high quality output from Labeler under MOL/mug setting.

Figure A.2: Selected poor quality output from Labeler under MOL/mug setting.
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Figure A.3: Selected random output from Labeler under MOL/mug setting.

Figure A.4: Selected high quality output from Labeler under MOL/pitcher setting.
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Figure A.5: Selected poor quality output from Labeler under MOL/pitcher setting.

Figure A.6: Selected random output from Labeler under MOL/pitcher setting.
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Figure A.7: Selected high quality output from Labeler under MOL/remote setting.

Figure A.8: Selected poor quality output from Labeler under MOL/remote setting.
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Figure A.9: Selected random output from Labeler under MOL/remote setting.

Figure A.10: Selected high quality output from Labeler under SOL/mug setting.
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Figure A.11: Selected poor quality output from Labeler under SOL/mug setting.

Figure A.12: Selected random output from Labeler under SOL/mug setting.
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Figure A.13: Selected high quality output from Labeler under SOL/pitcher setting.

Figure A.14: Selected poor quality output from Labeler under SOL/pitcher setting.
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Figure A.15: Selected random output from Labeler under SOL/pitcher setting.

Figure A.16: Selected high quality output from Labeler under SOL/remote setting.
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Figure A.17: Selected poor quality output from Labeler under SOL/remote setting.

Figure A.18: Selected random output from Labeler under SOL/remote setting.
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Appendix B

Qualitative Results from

Segmenter

This appendix shows the qualitative results of our Segmenter module. These figures show

randomly selected1 examples of the output our Segmenter module after have trained on

the output of the Labeler (see appendix A for qualitative examples of the output of the

Labeler module). In each figure, the upper left is a raw RGB input image randomly selected

from the combined train, validation, test data set for each object. The lower left is a raw

RGB image randomly selected from the test2 data set for each object. These have both been

downscaled from their original size (540x960) to 240x427 to match the upsampled, predicted

output of the segmenter (this process of downscaling the input image and then upsampling

the predicted mask is the same process that happens during training and inference). To

the right of each raw input image is its predicted segmentation mask. The following figures

show examples for all three objects, both under the MOL and SOL settings.

1The MOL/mug/test2 example was quasi-randomly sampled. The initial sample landed on a completely
blank segmentation. We make note of this here for full transparency, but we resampled for the sake of having
a more constructive visual. Hence, it was not cherry-picked, but was also not a genuinely random sample.
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Figure B.1: MOL setting.
Top: Randomly selected input image from the combined train/validation/test data set
and its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
Bottom: Randomly selected input image from the test2 train/validation/test data set and
its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
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Figure B.2: MOL setting.
Top: Randomly selected input image from the combined train/validation/test data set
and its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
Bottom: Randomly selected input image from the test2 train/validation/test data set and
its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
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Figure B.3: MOL setting.
Top: Randomly selected input image from the combined train/validation/test data set
and its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
Bottom: Randomly selected input image from the test2 train/validation/test data set and
its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
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Figure B.4: SOL setting.
Top: Randomly selected input image from the combined train/validation/test data set
and its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
Bottom: Randomly selected input image from the test2 train/validation/test data set and
its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
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Figure B.5: SOL setting.
Top: Randomly selected input image from the combined train/validation/test data set
and its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
Bottom: Randomly selected input image from the test2 train/validation/test data set and
its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
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Figure B.6: SOL setting.
Top: Randomly selected input image from the combined train/validation/test data set
and its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
Bottom: Randomly selected input image from the test2 train/validation/test data set and
its predicted segmentation mask to its right.
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